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Abstract

The access of heat to the Antarctic ice shelf cavities is regulated by the Antarctic Slope Front, separating relatively warm offshore

water masses from cold water masses on the continental slope and inside the cavity. Previous observational studies along the

East Antarctic continental slope have identified the drivers and variability of the front and the associated current, but a complete

description of their seasonal cycle is currently lacking. In this study, we utilize two years (2019-2020) of observations from two

oceanographic moorings east of the prime meridian to further detail the slope front and current seasonality. In combination with

climatological hydrography and satellite-derived surface velocity, we identify processes that explain the hydrographic variability

observed at the moorings. These processes include (i) an offshore spreading of seasonally formed Antarctic Surface Water,

resulting in a lag in salinity and thermocline depth seasonality toward deeper isobaths, and (ii) the crucial role of buoyancy

fluxes from sea ice melt and formation for the baroclinic seasonal cycle. Finally, data from two sub-ice-shelf moorings below

Fimbulisen show that flow at the main sill into the cavity seasonally coincides with a weaker slope current in spring/summer.

The flow is directed out of the cavity in autumn/winter when the slope current is strongest. The refined description of the

variability of the slope current and front contributes to a more complete understanding of processes important for ice-shelf-ocean

interactions in East Antarctica.
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Key Points:8

• The seasonal maximum in thermocline depth and minimum in subsurface salin-9

ity occurs up to six months later over 2200m than 1100m isobath10

• Buoyancy fluxes from sea ice melt play an important role in seasonal variations11

in the baroclinic slope current strength12

• Flow into the Fimbulisen cavity is strongest in spring/summer when the Antarc-13

tic Slope Current is weakest14
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Abstract15

The access of heat to the Antarctic ice shelf cavities is regulated by the Antarctic Slope16

Front, separating relatively warm offshore water masses from cold water masses on the17

continental slope and inside the cavity. Previous observational studies along the East18

Antarctic continental slope have identified the drivers and variability of the front and19

the associated current, but a complete description of their seasonal cycle is currently lack-20

ing. In this study, we utilize two years (2019-2020) of observations from two oceanographic21

moorings east of the prime meridian to further detail the slope front and current sea-22

sonality. In combination with climatological hydrography and satellite-derived surface23

velocity, we identify processes that explain the hydrographic variability observed at the24

moorings. These processes include (i) an offshore spreading of seasonally formed Antarc-25

tic Surface Water, resulting in a lag in salinity and thermocline depth seasonality toward26

deeper isobaths, and (ii) the crucial role of buoyancy fluxes from sea ice melt and for-27

mation for the baroclinic seasonal cycle. Finally, data from two sub-ice-shelf moorings28

below Fimbulisen show that flow at the main sill into the cavity seasonally coincides with29

a weaker slope current in spring/summer. The flow is directed out of the cavity in au-30

tumn/winter when the slope current is strongest. The refined description of the variabil-31

ity of the slope current and front contributes to a more complete understanding of pro-32

cesses important for ice-shelf-ocean interactions in East Antarctica.33

Plain Language Summary34

Ice shelves are the floating extensions of a land ice sheet. Along most of the East35

Antarctic coast, the water temperature below the ice shelves is close to the freezing point36

(−2 ◦C). This limits the melting of the ice from below. In front of the ice shelves, rel-37

atively warm water (1 ◦C) is located, but it usually cannot reach the ice due to a strong38

alongshore current, the Antarctic Slope Current. Here, we use temperature, salinity, and39

velocity observations from moored instruments at two locations within this current to40

investigate how it changes throughout the year. Our analyses are supported by two other41

data sets. We observe that changes in temperature, salinity, and velocity during the year42

happen earlier at the coast than offshore. In addition, we find that yearly sea ice melt43

during austral summer contributes to speeding up the Antarctic Slope Current in au-44

tumn. When the current is weakest, we observe a southward flow close to the seafloor45

toward Fimbulisen Ice Shelf, and a northward flow away from the shelf when the slope46
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current is strongest. A better understanding of the Antarctic Slope Current is impor-47

tant to predict ice shelf melting in the future.48

1 Introduction49

The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is a key feature regulating offshore-onshore ex-50

changes along most of the Antarctic coast (Jacobs, 1991; Thompson et al., 2018). East-51

erly alongshore winds drive onshore Ekman transport that accumulates surface water52

at the coast; due to continuity, this water is downwelled (Sverdrup, 1954; Mathiot et al.,53

2011), creating the ASF. The resulting meridional sea surface height (SSH) and density54

gradients balance a geostrophic current, the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC). The strength55

of the ASF/ASC controls the extent to which offshore Circumpolar Deep Water, capa-56

ble of increasing basal melting, can access the continental shelf and the ice shelf cavi-57

ties (Smedsrud et al., 2006; Nøst et al., 2011; Nakayama et al., 2021).58

In the Weddell Sea, the large-scale circulation is dominated by the clockwise Wed-59

dell Gyre (Deacon, 1979; Vernet et al., 2019; Neme et al., 2021), driven by the large-scale60

wind stress curl (Gordon et al., 1981; Armitage et al., 2018; Auger, Sallée, et al., 2022)61

modulated by sea ice (Naveira Garabato et al., 2019). The southern limb of the gyre rep-62

resents the ASC which in Dronning Maud Land (DML, 20◦W-45◦E) flows along the nar-63

row continental shelf in close proximity to the ice shelves (Smedsrud et al., 2006; Nøst64

et al., 2011). In this region, the meridional SSH and density gradients lead to a west-65

ward ASC (Thompson et al., 2018) that decreases with depth (Huneke et al., 2022; Le Paih66

et al., 2020). In summer, a counter-current near the bottom has been observed (Heywood67

et al., 1998; Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Chavanne et al., 2010). Warm Deep Wa-68

ter (WDW), a derivative of Circumpolar Deep Water in the Weddell Sea, is located close69

to the coast, but suppressed below the shelf break depth due to a steep ASF (Heywood70

et al., 1998; Hattermann, 2018; Thompson et al., 2018). This regime has been labeled71

as the Fresh Shelf regime by Thompson et al. (2018). Despite the steep ASF, modified72

WDW (mWDW) may cross the continental slope toward the ice shelf cavities via baro-73

clinic eddies (Nøst et al., 2011; Hattermann et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2014). As op-74

posed to the West Antarctic ice shelves, however, no continuous warm water presence75

has yet been observed in the DML ice shelf cavities (Hattermann et al., 2012; Lauber,76

Hattermann, et al., 2023).77
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Previous analyses of the ASF/ASC system have revealed both the hydrography (Hattermann,78

2018; Pauthenet et al., 2021) and the currents (Le Paih et al., 2020) to evolve coherently79

along the southern rim of the Weddell Sea, following isobaths due to the conservation80

of potential vorticity (Thompson et al., 2018). Auger, Sallée, et al. (2022) proposed that81

the SSH is seasonally forced by the zonal ocean stress (wind stress modulated by sea ice)82

over shallow isobaths (< 1000m) and by ocean stress curl over deep isobaths (> 1000m).83

The strongest depth-mean currents from moored instruments at the prime meridian have84

been observed in April/May over 2000m depth, and in June over 3500m depth, i.e. de-85

layed by one to two months (Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Le Paih et al., 2020). A86

similar delay in ASC seasonality between shallow and deep isobaths was found in circum-87

Antarctic satellite-derived geostrophic surface velocities (Auger, Sallée, et al., 2022). This88

feature has been hypothesized to originate from the sea ice edge seasonally moving off-89

shore and associated changes in atmosphere-ocean momentum transfer (Núñez-Riboni90

& Fahrbach, 2009; Auger, Sallée, et al., 2022).91

The baroclinic variability of the ASC on seasonal timescales in the Weddell Sea is92

associated with a steepening of the ASF from March to July and a relaxing from Au-93

gust to February (Pauthenet et al., 2021), caused by buoyancy forcing (Heywood et al.,94

1998) and wind (Graham et al., 2013): sea ice melt and surface warming from October/November95

on create a fresh and warm, and thus buoyant, water mass called Antarctic Surface Wa-96

ter (ASW). It accumulates at the coast via wind-driven onshore Ekman transport, sea-97

sonally forming a secondary, relatively shallow (< 250m) front near the surface around98

February to April (Heywood et al., 1998; Hattermann, 2018). It is, however, unclear to99

what extent the seasonal production of ASW, which is accumulated at the coast, drives100

the ASC, independently of a seasonal ocean stress increase. Eddy overturning counter-101

acts the steepening of the ASF and secondary front (Nøst et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2014;102

Stewart & Thompson, 2015) and eddy-resolving models indicate that this is associated103

with an offshore spreading of ASW (Si et al., 2023). Following the sea ice minimum, which104

typically occurs in March, the ASW is gradually transformed into more saline Winter105

Water (WW) via brine release due to sea ice formation (Nøst et al., 2011). Overall, our106

knowledge of the ASF/ASC is based on a limited amount of observations and idealized107

models and hence it is incomplete. As a consequence, it is unknown how the ASF/ASC108

seasonality relates to warm inflow under the ice shelves along the eastern Weddell Sea.109
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In this study, we present new time series of temperature, salinity, oxygen, and ve-110

locity from April 2019 to December 2020, obtained from two oceanographic moorings111

located over isobaths of 1100m and 2200m east of the prime meridian. These data are112

introduced in section 2, along with a CTD section at 6◦E, climatological hydrography113

(Hattermann, 2018), satellite-derived surface geostrophic velocities (Auger, Prandi, &114

Sallée, 2022), and mooring observations from the ice shelf cavity of Fimbulisen (located115

200 km downstream). Methods to analyze these data are described in section 3. The new116

ASF/ASC observations are presented in section 4.1, and seasonal drivers of ASF/ASC117

seasonality are refined using the mentioned auxiliary data sets in section 4.2. In section118

4.3, we assess how the seasonal ASF/ASC variability relates to the inflow into the ice119

shelf cavity of Fimbulisen. Finally, the results are discussed in light of the existing lit-120

erature in section 5, and final conclusions are given in section 6.121

2 Data122

Two oceanographic moorings were deployed from R/V Kronprins Haakon in March123

2019 during the Southern Ocean Ecosystem cruise off the DML coast and recovered from124

M/V Malik Arctica in December 2020 and January 2021 during the Troll Transect cruise.125

One mooring (DMLdeep) was located at 6.0◦E, 69.1◦S over a water depth of 2166m. The126

other mooring (DMLshallow) was located at 10.6◦E, 69.4◦S over a water depth of 1059m,127

on the eastern flank of ”Astrid Ridge” (Fig. 1a). Both moorings were equipped with one128

Teledyne 300 kHz ADCP and one Teledyne 150 kHz ADCP, two Nortek Aquadopp cur-129

rent meters, three/four Sea-Bird SBE37 MicroCATs, and 11/10 Sea-Bird SBE56 ther-130

mistors (DMLdeep/DMLshallow). Details about the instrumentation are given in Table131

S1 and S2 in Supporting Information S1.132

The mooring data are complemented by a CTD section that was taken between 70◦S133

and 68◦S along 6◦E during the Troll Transect cruise in December 2020 and January 2021134

using an SBE 911plus CTD.135

A climatology of temperature and salinity sections with monthly resolution obtained136

from instrumented seals and ship sections around 17◦W between 1977 and 2016 was used137

(Hattermann, 2018, referred to as H18 hereafter) to support and extend the analyses from138

our mooring observations.139

We also include a data set of satellite-derived SSH and surface geostrophic current140

anomalies (Auger, Prandi, & Sallée, 2022, referred to as A22 hereafter), spanning the141
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period from April 2013 to July 2019. These data overlap only partly with the open-ocean142

mooring period starting in late March 2019, and instead of comparing the time series143

directly, monthly mean climatologies of the SSH and geostrophic currents were calcu-144

lated for the grid points along 6◦E.145

Monthly mean sea ice concentration (DiGirolamo et al., 2022) and velocity (Tschudi146

et al., 2019) data at 25 km resolution were obtained from the National Snow and Ice Data147

Centre. Monthly mean 10m wind velocities were taken from the fifth generation of Eu-148

ropean Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts atmospheric reanalyses (ERA5, Hers-149

bach et al., 2023).150

In addition, data from two sub-ice-shelf moorings installed under Fimbulisen (Hattermann151

et al., 2012; Lauber, Hattermann, et al., 2023) were used. These moorings are located152

along expected major deep inflow pathways of WDW into the cavity (M1 and M3, Fig.153

1a) and have delivered temperature and velocity data at two depths each from 2009 to154

2021.155
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Figure 1. (a) Map of the study region. DMLdeep/DMLshallow denote the open-ocean moor-

ings, and M1/3 denote the sub-ice shelf moorings. The orange line shows the location of the

CTD section in panel b, with stations marked by diamonds. Colors show the bathymetry

(IBCSO v2, Dorschel et al., 2022). Arrows at the offshore mooring locations show the direc-

tion and strength of the depth- and time-averaged currents, and green arrows show the difference

between April to July and August to March in surface geostrophic currents (Auger, Prandi, &

Sallée, 2022). The scale arrow is valid for all arrows. (b) In-situ temperature of the CTD section

indicated by the orange line in panel a. Solid white lines show selected isopycnals (potential den-

sity anomaly) and the single dashed white line shows the −0.3 ◦C isotherm. Diamonds at the top

are the station locations. The vertical blue line shows the location of DMLdeep, and the vertical

red line shows the isobath-projected location of DMLshallow.

3 Methods156

To simplify investigations across the ASF/ASC, the data of DMLshallow were pro-157

jected on the same isobath at the longitude of DMLdeep (Fig. 1b). When doing this, we158

assumed that the flow (green arrows in Fig. 1a) is oriented along isobaths, as has been159

observed by Le Paih et al. (2020) for the Weddell Sea and is corroborated by theoret-160

ical considerations of Isachsen et al. (2003). Therefore, for all velocity data, the compo-161

nent in the direction of the time- and depth-mean (red/blue arrow in Fig. 1a) will be162

shown in the following. The original location of DMLdeep (105 km distance from the coast)163

and the projected location of DMLshallow (10 km distance from the coast) within the ASF164

with their instruments are shown in Fig. 1b.165

Daily and monthly averages of the mooring time series were computed for use in166

subsequent analysis. Hydrographic properties like absolute salinity, conservative tem-167
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perature, and potential density were computed using the Gibbs Seawater Toolbox (McDougall168

& Barker, 2011). Temporary gaps in some of the ADCP bins due to seasonally reduced169

backscatter intensity were filled or extrapolated via a vertical linear regression of all avail-170

able bins.171

Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity of the H18 data, provided as a func-172

tion of isobath, were projected on the bathymetry at 6◦E, where the continental slope173

is less steep than at the original longitude of the climatology of 17◦W. For this purpose,174

the bathymetry at 6◦E was taken as a longitudinal average from 3◦E to 9◦E, based on175

IBCSO v2 data (Dorschel et al., 2022), to smooth out small-scale features.176

Based on the general water mass distribution, the thermocline depth (TCD), i.e.177

the depth of the interface between WDW and WW, at the open-ocean moorings was de-178

fined as the depth of the −0.3 ◦C isotherm after linear interpolation. Due to the verti-179

cally densely spaced thermistors (Fig. 1b), this depth was determined with an uncertainty180

of less than 50m. The ASF slope was then calculated by combining the two thermocline181

depths:182

slopeASF =
TCDshallow − TCDdeep

∆y
(1)

Here, TCDshallow and TCDdeep are the thermocline depths for DMLshallow and DMLdeep,183

respectively, and ∆y = 100 km is the horizontal distance between the position of DMLdeep184

and the projected position of DMLshallow. The same calculation was conducted for the185

H18 data over the corresponding isobaths.186

The barotropic velocity, i.e. the depth-independent component, was estimated from187

the mooring data (UBTobs) via averages over the depth ranges where the vertical gra-188

dient in velocity is the smallest:189

UBTobs = Uobs,∆z (2)

Here, Uobs,∆z is the observed along-stream velocity of the lowermost 12 bins of the190

lower ADCP at each mooring (683-773m at DMLshallow, 784-874m at DMLdeep), selected191

after inspecting the profiles. The bar indicates an average over this depth range. For com-192

parison, the barotropic velocity was also estimated from the auxiliary data by taking the193

difference between the A22 surface geostrophic velocity at 6◦E (UGEOA22, containing194
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both barotropic and baroclinic current components) and the surface baroclinic velocity195

from the H18 data (UBCH18, defined in Eqn. 5) after binning them on the same grid:196

UBTH18A22 = UGEOA22 − UBCH18 (3)

From the resulting time-latitude field of velocity, time series at the mooring iso-197

baths were extracted.198

The near-surface baroclinic velocity, i.e. the depth-varying component, was esti-199

mated from the mooring data (UBCobs) by subtracting UBTobs from the measured ve-200

locity at the uppermost ADCP bin (100m at DMLshallow, 20m at DMLdeep):201

UBCobs = Uobs − UBTobs (4)

Here, Uobs is the observed along-stream velocity at the uppermost ADCP bin. The202

baroclinic velocity was also calculated from the H18 climatology for 6◦E (UBCH18) us-203

ing the thermal wind equation:204

UBCi
H18 =

∆z

ρ0f

ρij+1 − ρij
∆y

+ UBCi−1
j (5)

Here, ∆z = 20m is the depth increment, ρ0 = 1028 kgm−3 is a background den-205

sity, f is the Coriolis parameter, i is the upward increasing depth index, j is the north-206

ward increasing meridional index, and ∆y = 4km is the meridional increment. Zero207

velocity was assumed at the bottom or the lowest depth with data available. From the208

resulting depth-isobath-time field, time series were extracted over the isobaths and at209

the upper ADCP bin depths of DMLdeep and DMLshallow to compare to UBCobs.210

Sea ice concentration and velocity, as well as wind data were interpolated on a com-211

mon polar stereographic grid and combined to yield an estimate of the ocean stress (Martin212

et al., 2016; Dotto et al., 2018):213

τ⃗ = ατ⃗ice−water + (1− α)τ⃗air−water (6)

with214
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τ⃗ice−water = ρwaterCiw

∣∣∣U⃗ice

∣∣∣ U⃗ice (7)

τ⃗air−water = ρairCd

∣∣∣U⃗air

∣∣∣ U⃗air (8)

Here, α is the sea ice concentration, ρair = 1.25 kgm−3 is the background den-215

sity of air, ρwater = 1028 kgm−3 is the background density of seawater, U⃗ice is the hor-216

izontal sea ice velocity, U⃗air is the 10m horizontal wind and Cd = 1.25×10−3 and Ciw =217

5.50×10−3 (Tsamados et al., 2014) are the drag coefficients for the air-water and ice-218

water interface, respectively. Stresses from the ocean currents on the ice from below were219

not included here, possibly creating biases close to the coast where the sea ice velocity220

is similar to the ocean velocity (Stewart et al., 2019). Le Paih et al. (2020), however, show221

that the ocean stress in this region can still be qualitatively valid despite neglecting the222

ocean currents. The curl was calculated from the ocean stress, with positive (negative)223

values indicating downwelling (upwelling) favorable conditions.224

To assess the relationship between the ASF/ASC dynamics and inflow of mWDW225

below Fimbulisen, the data from the lower M1 and M3 instruments (at 540m and 450m,226

respectively) close to the seabed were used, referred to as M1lower and M3lower hereafter.227

The velocity was rotated to be oriented into the cavity along the bathymetry, that is −30◦228

at M1lower and −120◦ at M3lower (0
◦ is directed toward the east and negative values in-229

dicate a clockwise rotation).230

4 Results231

4.1 Mooring Observations232

4.1.1 Hydrography233

The CTD section from December 2020 and January 2021 (Fig. 1b) shows the typ-234

ical southward down-sloping isopycnals of the ASF and the offshore core of the WDW235

at the northern edge of the section at a depth of around 300-400m. The section repre-236

sents a snapshot of the ASF during summertime.237

A Hovmöller diagram of temperature at DMLshallow (Fig. 2a) shows a layer of cold238

water with temperatures down to −1.9 ◦C over a layer of warm water with temperatures239

up to 1 ◦C. The thermocline depth (−0.3 ◦C isotherm) shows a systematic seasonality,240

deepening between April and June to 500m, and shoaling between July and March to241
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200m. At DMLdeep, the thermocline is on average 100m shallower than at DMLshallow242

(Fig. 2c) and deepens between June and December to 400m, i.e. it reaches its maximum243

depth six months later compared to DMLshallow. In 2020, the deepening is interrupted244

by a period of shoaling in October/November. The thermocline continues to shoal to 200m245

from January to May, and reaches its minimum depth two months later compared to DMLshallow.246

The warmest WDW is seen at both sites when the thermocline is shallowest.247

The upper-ocean water masses (of which the densities are almost entirely deter-248

mined by salinity) at DMLshallow are characterized in a temperature-salinity (T-S) di-249

agram (Fig. 3a): the upper water mass is cold (≈ −1.8 ◦C) and fresh (≈ 34.5 g kg−1)250

WW, transforming into mWDW by mixing with the lower water mass which is warm251

(≈ 1 ◦C) and saline (≈ 34.8 g kg−1) WDW. Oxygen (colors in Fig. 3 and time series252

in Fig. S1 in Supporting Information S1) is a measure of the origin of the water masses.253

The freshest and oxygen-richest WW is observed at the uppermost MicroCAT (210m)254

at the time of the deepest thermocline in winter in June. This water mass is similar to255

Eastern Shelf Water, a mix between ASW and WW. The observed WW in June 2019256

is almost 0.1 g kg−1 fresher and richer in oxygen than in June 2020. During the period257

of thermocline shoaling from July onward, mWDW gradually appears. The most saline,258

warm, and oxygen-poor mWDW is observed in March when the thermocline is shallow-259

est (see also Fig. 2a). At the uppermost MicroCAT (130m) at DMLdeep, the WDW shows260

similar properties as at DMLshallow, but the WW is generally more saline (Fig. 3b). A261

first seasonal salinity minimum and oxygen maximum are observed in June 2019. Af-262

ter that, temperature and salinity first increase toward mWDW, but then decrease back263

to WW. This yields a second seasonal salinity minimum and oxygen maximum at the264

time of the deepest thermocline in December 2019. During the period of thermocline shoal-265

ing, the water mass properties change toward mWDW until May 2020. After that, when266

the thermocline deepens, WW appears again, which is 0.05 g kg−1 more saline and has267

a lower oxygen concentration than in 2019. This is similar to the higher salinities and268

reduced oxygen observed at DMLshallow in 2020 (relative to 2019).269

The observed seasonal deepening and freshening of the WW layer at DMLshallow270

(Fig. 2a) is attributed to the wind-driven accumulation of ASW at the coast (Zhou et271

al., 2014; Hattermann, 2018): summer sea ice melt between September and February (Fig.272

4a) adds freshwater to form ASW. The latter is downwelled at the coast due to the pre-273

vailing easterly winds, explaining the salinity minimum and oxygen maximum at 210m274
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at DMLshallow in June 2019 and 2020 (Fig. 3a and 4b) and the deepest thermocline one275

month later in July (Fig. 4c). Sea ice formation between March and August (Fig. 4a)276

releases brine into the upper ocean and leads to a salinity increase between July and Septem-277

ber. With temperatures almost at the freezing point and oxygen close to its maximum278

value, this indicates that convection takes place down to 210m depth during this period279

at DMLshallow in 2019 (box in Fig. 3a). In 2020, the temperature is higher and the oxy-280

gen concentration is lower during the sea ice formation period, suggesting that convec-281

tion did not reach down to this depth.282

We also identify a period of convection at DMLdeep: From June to August 2020,283

the water mass evolution from mWDW to similarly cold, but more saline and less oxygen-284

rich WW than in 2019 shows a mixing between mWDW and WW salinified by convec-285

tion (box in Fig. 3b). In October/November 2020, the increase in temperature and salin-286

ity (off the direct mixing line toward WDW) and decrease in oxygen indicate that the287

convection reached through the thermocline, mixing WDW upward. This is neither ob-288

served in 2019 nor at DMLshallow. At 130m at DMLdeep, the different seasonal cycles289

in salinity (Fig. 4b) and thermocline depth (Fig. 4c) than at DMLshallow indicate that290

local downwelling of ASW does not control the seasonal hydrography here: the salinity291

minimum in December cannot be explained by local surface freshwater input, as brine292

release during the freezing season from March to August (Fig. 4a) would increase the293

salinity, and freshwater from sea ice melt would cause a salinity minimum at the end (i.e.294

in March), not the beginning of the melt season. The drivers of the hydrographic sea-295

sonality at DMLdeep will be explored in section 4.2.296
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Figure 2. (a) Hovmöller diagram of daily averaged in-situ temperature at DMLshallow. The

black contour indicates the −0.3 ◦C isotherm. Black triangles denote the depths of temperature

measurements. Red lines show daily averaged time series of absolute salinity (right axes) for the

depths marked with red triangles. (b) Hovmöller diagram of monthly averaged along-stream ve-

locity at DMLshallow. Black triangles denote the depths of velocity measurements. Red lines show

daily averaged time series of potential density anomaly (right axes) for the depths marked with

red triangles. (c) Same as a, but for DMLdeep. (d) Same as b, but for DMLdeep. In c and d, the

y-axis has been cut off at the bottom depth of DMLshallow for better comparability.
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Figure 3. T-S diagrams with dissolved oxygen of the upper MicroCAT at (a) DMLshallow

(210m) and (b) DMLdeep (130m). Grey dots are the fully resolved hourly data, and colored dots

are the monthly averaged data. Black lines connect the monthly points. The boxes show poten-

tial periods of convection. The thick black dotted line indicates the 27.68 kgm−3 isopycnal for

better comparability between the two panels, as their x-axis ranges differ.
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Figure 4. Monthly means of: (a) Sea ice concentration at both open-ocean mooring locations.

(b) Salinity observed at the uppermost MicroCAT at both moorings (210m at DMLshallow, 130m

at DMLdeep), salinity from the H18 climatology over similar isobaths and at similar depths, and

salinity from the H18 climatology over similar isobaths at the surface. Dots/diamonds indicate

the salinity at the MicroCAT depth/surface from the CTD profiles of the deployment and re-

covery cruises. The red diamond on the left is off-scale. (c) Thermocline depth defined as the

−0.3 ◦C isotherm at both moorings and from the H18 climatology over similar isobaths. (d) ASF

slope estimated from the thermocline depths from panel c for the mooring data and the H18

climatology (Eqn. 1). (e) Regional zonal ocean stress (left axis) and ocean stress curl (right axis),

averaged over 0−15◦E and 69.5−70◦S/67−69.5◦S, respectively (solid lines), along with their

climatology (2010-2021, dashed lines).
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4.1.2 Velocity297

At DMLshallow, monthly mean velocities (Fig. 2b) show a surface-intensified cur-298

rent, which at 100m is strongest in June in both years (20 cm s−1). At 600-800m, the299

velocity shows a vertical minimum throughout the length of the record. Toward the bot-300

tom, the velocity intensifies by 2 cm s−1. The vertical gradient, i.e. the baroclinic part,301

becomes more apparent in profiles when averaged over specific months (Fig. 5a): Toward302

the surface, the strongest vertical shear is observed in June. Below 500m, there is smaller303

seasonal variability in the gradient. At DMLdeep (Fig. 2d), velocities are generally smaller304

than at DMLshallow with maximum values of 10 cm s−1 at 20m observed in May/June305

2019 and April/May 2020. In contrast to DMLshallow, the velocity at DMLdeep contin-306

uously decreases toward the bottom (Fig. 5b). The seasonality of the upper-ocean ver-307

tical shear is weaker than at DMLshallow and strongest in March.308

The estimated barotropic component (UBTobs) at DMLshallow (Fig. 6b) is max-309

imum (6 cm s−1) in May/June 2019 and April 2020. At DMLdeep, the values are slightly310

smaller and the maximum occurs one month later than at DMLshallow in 2020, but not311

in 2019 when there is zero lag. The baroclinic velocity (UBCobs) at DMLshallow at 100m312

depth (Fig. 6d) shows a first seasonal maximum (12 cm s−1) in April 2019. In 2020, a313

local maximum in April is followed by a higher seasonal maximum (20 cm s−1) in June.314

The baroclinic velocity is close to 0 cm s−1 from December 2019 to February 2020. At315

DMLdeep at 20m depth (Fig. 6e), a maximum baroclinic velocity of 7 cm s−1 is observed316

in April in both years. Seasonal minima close to 0 cm s−1 occur in January and Decem-317

ber 2020.318

The ASF slope, derived from the thermocline depths at DMLshallow and DMLdeep319

(Eqn. 1), is steepest in June/July (Fig. 4d). In 2020, this is around the same time as320

the maximum near-surface UBCobs at DMLshallow (Fig. 6d), consistent with thermal wind321

balance. In 2019, however, a distinct maximum in ASF slope is found in July but no clear322

maximum in baroclinic velocity is observed (Fig. 6d). The weakest ASF slope occurs in323

December when the thermocline depths at the two moorings become equal due to a shoal-324

ing at DMLshallow and a deepening at DMLdeep (Fig. 4c-d). Accordingly, UBCobs at DMLshallow325

is close to its seasonal minimum between December and February (Fig. 6d). Despite some326

coinciding features, the ASF slope and the baroclinic velocities at the moorings are not327

directly comparable, since (i) most of baroclinic velocity shear occurs above the thermo-328
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cline (Fig. 5), and (ii) the (assumed) linear ASF slope between the moorings may not329

represent the local ASF slope at the mooring locations.330

Figure 5. (a) Profiles of along-stream velocity at (a) DMLshallow and (b) DMLdeep, averaged

over a three-month-window centered at three selected months. The velocities are vertically in-

terpolated via a shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation. Additionally, the averages of the

zonal baroclinic velocity profiles over the same time interval and for similar isobaths calculated

from the H18 climatology are shown. For better comparability, the depth-constant UBTobs has

been added to the H18 profiles.
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Figure 6. (a) Surface geostrophic velocity anomaly from A22 interpolated on the DMLshallow

and DMLdeep locations. (b) Barotropic velocity derived from mooring data. (c) Barotropic ve-

locity derived from A22 and H18 data, obtained over the respective mooring isobaths. Shown are

anomalies plus the respective time-mean of panel b. (d) Baroclinic velocity derived from mooring

data at the uppermost ADCP bin depth (100m at DMLshallow, 20m at DMLdeep). (e) Baroclinic

velocity derived from the H18 climatology, taken over the mooring isobaths at the same depths

as panel d. Details about the calculation of the error bars are given in Text S1 in Supporting

Information S1.
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4.1.3 Ocean Stress Forcing331

To investigate the extent to which ocean stress contributes to the variability of the332

ASC at the moorings, we differentiate between regional (0−15◦E, 67−70◦S) and remote333

upstream (0−60◦E and 50−70◦S,) ocean stress and its curl.We further differentiate be-334

tween the shallow (< 1000m, more influenced by zonal ocean stress) and deep (> 1000m,335

more influenced by ocean stress curl) regime suggested by Auger, Sallée, et al. (2022).336

We note that for both local and remote ocean stress, the modulation of the wind stress337

by sea ice causes the seasonal maximum in ocean stress to occur one month earlier than338

the maximum in wind stress.339

Monthly mean regional ocean stress forcing does not show a distinct seasonal cy-340

cle during the mooring period, in contrast with the 12-year mean seasonality (Fig. 4e).341

The zonal ocean stress (meridionally averaged over 69.5−70◦S, i.e. over the continen-342

tal slope) is westward and strongest in October 2019 and March 2020. In April 2020, ther-343

mocline deepening starts at DMLshallow (Fig. 4c), and a local maximum is found in the344

baroclinic velocity (Fig. 6e) at DMLshallow. This is consistent with coastal downwelling345

due to stronger onshore Ekman transport. However, no strong regional ocean stress oc-346

curred in early 2019 prior to the mooring deployment (not shown). In addition, the re-347

gional ocean stress maximum in October 2019 does not coincide with a thermocline deep-348

ening. The monthly mean regional ocean stress curl (meridionally averaged over 67−69.5◦S,349

i.e. off the continental slope) is close to zero most of the time but has a clear maximum350

between February and April 2020 (Fig. 4e). Estimated Ekman upwelling of wEk = OSC
ρ0 f =351

4mmonth−1 (with ocean stress curl OSC = −0.2× 10−7 Nm−3, background density352

ρ0 = 1028 kgm−3, Coriolis parameter f = −1.36× 10−4 s−1) can, however, not ex-353

plain the thermocline shoaling and upper-ocean salinity increase observed at DMLdeep354

between January and May 2020 (Fig. 4b-c). Overall, the poor agreement between UBCobs355

at DMLshallow and regional ocean stress forcing indicates that the latter is not the main356

driver of the baroclinic velocity seasonality. This will be further investigated in section357

4.2.358

To investigate the forcing of the barotropic ASC, we correlate UBTobs at DMLshallow359

with zonal ocean stress (Fig. 7a) and UBTobs at DMLdeep with ocean stress curl (Fig.360

7b). The highest negative correlations are found along the East-Antarctic coast at 30−60◦E361

with UBTobs lagging the ocean stress by one month. The patterns are similar when cor-362

relating UBTobs at DMLdeep with zonal ocean stress or UBTobs at DMLshallow with ocean363
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stress curl. Therefore, the bands of high correlation are independent of the method dif-364

ferentiating the regimes from Auger, Sallée, et al. (2022). In contrast to the regional forc-365

ing (Fig. 4e), the remote ocean stress and its curl exhibit a distinct seasonal cycle dur-366

ing the mooring period over the areas of highest correlations along East Antarctica, sim-367

ilar to the multi-year climatology (Fig. 7c). Strong westward ocean stress and negative368

ocean stress curl seasonally increase the cross-shore SSH gradient in autumn (March-May).369

This gradient travels westward through coastal Kelvin waves (Webb et al., 2022), explain-370

ing the seasonal variability of the barotropic flow at the moorings (Fig. 6b). This can371

also explain the observed interannual variability like the maximum occurring later in 2019372

than in 2020 in remote ocean stress (Fig. 7c) and UBTobs (Fig. 6b).373

Figure 7. Correlation maps of (a) barotropic velocity UBTobs at DMLshallow from Fig. 6b,

lagged by one month, and zonal ocean stress, and (b) barotropic velocity UBTobs at DMLdeep

from Fig. 6b, lagged by one month, and ocean stress curl at every grid point. Hatched areas in-

dicate a significance of at least 95%, and green lines mark areas of a correlation of at least -0.5

east of the prime meridian. The background satellite image is taken from Haran et al. (2018).

(c) Zonal ocean stress (left axis) and ocean stress curl (right axis) averaged over 0−60◦E and

50−70◦S where the correlations from panels a and b, respectively, are at least -0.5, along with

their climatology (2010-2021, dashed lines).

4.2 Seasonal Cycle from Auxiliary Data Sets374

Our new mooring data show different processes governing the seasonal hydrographic375

and dynamic variability at DMLshallow and DMLdeep. As we will demonstrate in this sec-376

tion, these processes are consistent with the H18 data, providing information above the377

uppermost moored instruments and over multiple isobaths. We next use these data to378
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investigate the forcing of the baroclinic seasonality and the delay in salinity and ther-379

mocline depth seasonality observed between DMLshallow and DMLdeep in more detail.380

4.2.1 The Role of ASW for the Hydrographic Seasonality381

In both the mooring records (Fig. 4b) and the H18 data set (Fig. S2 in Support-382

ing Information S1), the seasonal subsurface salinity minimum occurs later over deeper383

isobaths than over shallow isobaths. For the mooring isobaths, the delay in the H18 data384

increases from zero at the surface, where the salinity is determined directly by freshwa-385

ter input from sea ice melt, to five months at 400m depth. The freshwater content in-386

tegrated down to this depth illustrates that the offshore delay in salinity minimum is a387

robust feature across multiple isobaths (Fig. 8a): in March, fresh ASW accumulates at388

the coast, and in the subsequent months, the ASW spreads and deepens offshore, delay-389

ing the timing of maximum offshore freshwater content well into the freezing season. This390

is most pronounced over isobaths shallower than 2000m. As the offshore ASW spread-391

ing and deepening displaces WW to greater depths, the deepest thermocline follows the392

highest freshwater content and thus shows a similar offshore delay (Fig. S3 in Support-393

ing Information S1). This is consistent with the mooring observations and explains the394

different seasonalities of and the robust link between salinity and thermocline depth over395

the two isobaths (Fig. 2a/c).396

The seasonal offshore spreading and deepening of ASW moves the secondary front397

and the ASF, causing the maximum surface baroclinic velocity from H18 to move toward398

deeper isobaths throughout the season (Fig. 8b). This is again clearest over isobaths shal-399

lower than 2000m. Consequently, over the mooring isobaths, time series of UBCH18 (Fig.400

6e) agree well with UBCobs (Fig. 6d), apart from the maximum occurring two months401

later at the DMLshallow mooring in 2020.402

Next, we use the H18 data to estimate the contribution of the baroclinic compo-403

nent to the surface geostrophic velocity from A22. At the location of DMLshallow, the404

surface geostrophic velocity shows a seasonal amplitude of 10 cm s−1 and a maximum in405

April (Fig. 6a). At the DMLdeep location, the seasonal amplitude is 5 cm s−1 and the406

maximum occurs in June (Fig. 6a). This delay becomes clearer in time-latitude space,407

in which the surface geostrophic velocity seasonality from A22 at 6◦E also shows an off-408

shore delay (Fig. 8c). This time lag, however, is somewhat smaller than in the H18 sur-409

face baroclinic velocity (Fig. 8b). The barotropic velocity anomaly (UBTH18A22) is then410
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estimated as the difference between the A22 surface geostrophic and H18 surface baro-411

clinic velocity (Fig. 8d). A moderate offshore delay is still visible in the seasonal cycle412

of UBTH18A22, with a phase shift of one to two months between the mooring sites (Fig.413

6d). Given the uncertainties in both data sets that UBTH18A22 is derived from, we can-414

not conclude if this remaining phase shift is realistic (see section 5).415

Figure 8. Hovmöller diagrams of (a) depth-integrated freshwater content within the up-

per 400m referenced to a salinity of 34.6 g kg−1 from H18, (b) zonal surface baroclinic velocity

derived from H18, (c) zonal surface geostrophic velocity anomaly from A22 at 6◦E, (d) zonal

barotropic velocity anomaly obtained by taking panel c minus panel b. The red/blue dots indi-

cate the isobath of DMLshallow/DMLdeep.

4.2.2 Implications for ASF/ASC Dynamics416

The coastal freshwater content maximum in March (Fig. 8a) and the resulting sur-417

face baroclinic velocity (Fig. 8b) cannot originate from seasonally increased ocean stress418

(Fig. 4e). Instead, it is caused by the freshening of upper-ocean water masses through419

seasonal sea ice melt and their concurrent accumulation at the coast. These results align420

with observed seasonal cycles in hydrography (Fig. 2a and 4b-d) and baroclinic veloc-421

ity (Fig. 5a, Fig. 6d) at DMLshallow, despite a weak seasonality in local zonal ocean stress422

(Fig. 4e). Therefore, the mooring and H18 data are consistent in that seasonal freshwa-423

ter input from sea ice melt is an essential forcing of the surface baroclinic velocity sea-424
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sonality and magnitude, independent of any seasonality in ocean-stress-driven coastal425

downwelling.426

The velocity shear toward the surface in March and June at the upper ADCPs of427

both moorings (reaching 110m higher than the uppermost MicroCATs, Fig 5) indicates428

the presence of the secondary front between ASW and WW at the sites. Although the429

strongest upper-ocean velocity shear at DMLshallow is found in March in the H18 data,430

and in June in the mooring data, the shapes of the observed velocity profiles generally431

agree with the ones from H18 over similar isobaths. In addition, the offshore delay in ther-432

mocline depth maximum and salinity minimum at DMLdeep is consistent between the433

mooring and H18 data (Fig. 4b-c, Fig. 8a, Fig. S3 in Supporting Information S1). We434

thus infer that the offshore spreading and deepening of ASW identified in Fig. 8a also435

takes place at the mooring longitude of 6◦E.436

We propose that eddy overturning, as demonstrated by Si et al. (2023) using an437

eddy-resolving model, drives the observed offshore delay in seasonal freshwater content438

(Fig 8a): after the phase of the freshest ASW at the coast in March and with slacken-439

ing local and remote ocean stress forcing, eddy overturning acts to relax the secondary440

front, consistent with large eddy growth rate estimates from January to June (Hattermann,441

2018). Thereby, the fresh signal spreads and deepens offshore during the course of the442

following months, causing the observed delay in offshore thermocline depth (Fig. 4c) and443

salinity (Fig. 4b) seasonality. Eddy overturning also transports salty WW from offshore444

toward the coast, contributing to the decrease in coastal freshwater content after June445

(Fig. 8a) in addition to convection.446

We also identify some differences between the mooring records and the H18 data:447

the thermocline in the H18 data is consistently 200m deeper than in the mooring ob-448

servations (Fig. 4c). As a result of this vertical offset, the seasonal salinity minimum ob-449

served in December at 130m and 810m at DMLdeep (Fig. 2c) shows up in November in450

the H18 data below 400m, but not above (Fig. S2b in Supporting Information S1). In451

addition to this vertical offset, the seasonal extremes of salinity at DMLshallow (Fig. 4b),452

of the thermocline depth (Fig. 4c) and of the ASF slope (Fig. 4d) occur one to two months453

earlier in the H18 data than in the mooring observations. Advection of water masses within454

the ASC, as suggested by Graham et al. (2013), may explain the alongshore thermocline455

deepening, but not the delayed seasonal extremes at 6◦E compared to 17◦W. With the456

data sets being obtained in different years, we cannot conclude if the described offsets457
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are a robust feature or the result of interannual variability, and if alongshore advection458

plays a role.459

4.3 ASF/ASC Variability and Inflow below Fimbulisen460

To assess the role of the variability of the ASF/ASC system on the deep inflow of461

mWDW into the cavity of Fimbulisen, we now compare the open-ocean mooring data462

from DMLshallow/DMLdeep with the concurrent sub-ice-shelf mooring data from M1lower463

and M3lower (Fig. 1a). The open-ocean moorings are roughly 200 km upstream of Fim-464

bulisen, but supported by the agreement between the the mooring and H18 data, we as-465

sume that the seasonality does not change considerably over this distance.466

Mooring M1 is located on the main sill that connects the cavity to the open ocean467

(Fig. 1a). This sill is at 560m depth and is directed across the continental slope. Here,468

the velocity alternates seasonally between a period of flow into the cavity between July/August469

and February and a period of flow out of the cavity between March and June/July (Fig.470

9a). The seasonality of the cavity inflow at M1lower anticorrelates with the ASC strength:471

the current is directed into the cavity during periods of a weak barotropic and baroclinic472

(at 330m, i.e. the depth of the velocity measuring instrument closest to the WDW core473

at DMLshallow) ASC, while it is directed out of the cavity during periods of a strong ASC.474

At M3lower, located in the east of Fimbulisen on a second sill that is 480m deep and di-475

rected more along the continental slope (Fig. 1a), the connection between inflow and the476

ASC strength is the opposite, i.e. inflow occurs during periods of a strong ASC, and out-477

flow - or weak inflow - during periods of a weak ASC (Fig. 9a).478

The temperature at M1lower (Fig. 9b) does not show a clear seasonality during the479

mooring period, and we do not find a significant correlation to the seasonally varying480

thermocline depth (Fig. 9c) on time scales from days to months. Instead, the M1lower481

temperature lies around the surface freezing point most of the time, showing irregular482

episodes with higher temperatures of up to almost 0 ◦C. These temperature extremes483

are not, as one would expect, associated with a particularly shallow thermocline and high484

WDW temperatures at DMLshallow. Similarly, the cavity temperature at M3lower does485

not correlate with the thermocline depth: the lowest temperatures occur shortly after486

the minimum in thermocline depth in March 2020. Interestingly, despite the opposing487

inflow and outflow velocities at the two sub-ice-shelf mooring sites, peak temperatures488

occur simultaneously at M1lower and M3lower in August/September 2019, suggesting a489
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forcing driving mWDW inflow over a larger area. At most times, however, the temper-490

atures at M1lower and M3lower appear to be unrelated. Further interpretations of the ob-491

served variability below Fimbulisen with regard to the ASC are given in section 5.492

Figure 9. (a) Monthly averages of the currents at M1lower and M3lower (left axis), rotated

into the cavity as described in section 3, together with UBTobs (same as the red line in Fig. 6b)

and UBCobs at 330m depth at DMLshallow (right axis). Envelopes denote the standard deviation

of the monthly climatology (2010-2021). (b) Daily averages of in-situ temperature at M1lower

(left axis) and M3lower (right axis, solid lines), along with their monthly climatology and stan-

dard deviation (2010-2021, dashed lines and envelope, respectively). Dotted lines are the surface

freezing temperature for a salinity of 34.4 g kg−1 (c) Daily average of the thermocline depth at

DMLshallow (same data as the solid red line in Fig. 4c), together with the mean depths of M1lower

and M3lower.
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5 Discussion493

Our findings - the seasonal spreading of ASW offshore and the role of freshwater494

input - help to refine the seasonality of the baroclinic component of the ASF/ASC, com-495

plementing previous findings. Based on our observations, we summarize the seasonal-496

ity in three phases (Fig. 10):497

In November (Fig. 10a), the ASF is weak (Fig. 10e), as the thermocline is shoal-498

ing at DMLshallow and deepening at DMLdeep. At the same time, the absence of ASW499

results in a weak meridional density gradient at all depths and thus a baroclinic veloc-500

ity minimum (Fig. 10f and Fig. 5a). Sea ice melt from September and on provides fresh-501

water to the upper ocean and leads to the formation of ASW (Fig. 10d). The regional502

ocean stress is weak (Fig. 10g), resulting in reduced ASF steepening.503

In March (Fig. 10b), sea ice concentration and surface salinity are around their sea-504

sonal minima (Fig. 10d), and ASW has been accumulated at the coast to form a sec-505

ondary front, resulting in an increase in upper-ocean baroclinic velocity (Fig. 10f and506

Fig. 5a). Maximum ocean stress (Fig. 10g) further aids in steepening the isopycnals. Due507

to the large density difference between ASW and WW, strong eddy overturning may hap-508

pen at the secondary front.509

The secondary front weakens in June (Fig. 10c) since no new ASW is formed af-510

ter March. The remainder of the ASW spreads and deepens offshore, possibly via eddy511

overturning of the secondary front when ocean stress forcing weakens (Fig. 10g). Brine512

release from sea ice formation (Fig. 10d) along the coast as of March also starts to erode513

the ASW through convection, as described in section 4.1.1 and corroborated by small514

vertical salinity gradients between surface and depth between July and November in the515

H18 data (Fig. 4b). The ASF is around its steepest state, as the thermocline deepens516

at DMLshallow and shoals at DMLdeep (Fig. 10e). The maximum upper-ocean baroclinic517

velocity is reached around April (H18) to June (mooring data, Fig. 10f and Fig. 5a). Af-518

ter this phase, weak ocean stress and further brine release cause a relaxation of the ASF519

and form the transition back to the first phase (Fig. 10a).520
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Figure 10. Sketches of different phases of the baroclinic seasonal cycle during (a) November,

(b) March, and (c) June. Seasonal time series of relevant variables, i.e. (d) surface absolute salin-

ity over DMLshallow isobath from H18 data and sea ice concentration climatology (2010-2021) at

DMLshallow, (e) mean seasonal ASF slope between DMLdeep and DMLshallow from mooring obser-

vations and H18 data, (f) mean seasonal mooring and H18 baroclinic velocity at DMLshallow at

100m depth, and (g) zonal ocean stress (left axis) and ocean stress curl (right axis) climatology

(2010-2021) averaged over 0−15◦E and 69.5−70◦S/67−69.5◦S, respectively. Colored shadings

indicate the timing of the sketches in panels a-c.

We find the barotropic component of the ASC at 6◦E to be forced by upstream ocean521

stress, consistent with results from earlier studies (Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Gra-522

ham et al., 2013; Le Paih et al., 2020). However, in contrast to Núñez-Riboni and Fahrbach523

(2009) at the prime meridian, we do not find a conclusive offshore lag in the seasonal-524

ity of the barotropic component in the mooring records or H18 data. Instead, we observe525

a clear offshore lag in subsurface salinity, thermocline depth, and resulting surface baro-526

clinic velocity seasonality in both data sets. Interestingly, the moorings from Núñez-Riboni527
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and Fahrbach (2009) show a delay of one to three months in long-term temperature sea-528

sonality at 200m and 700m depth over the 3500m isobath compared to the 2000m iso-529

bath (Fig. S4 in Supporting Information S1 and Fig. 5 in Le Paih et al., 2020). This is530

in agreement with our observed temperature seasonalities at the DML moorings and there-531

fore consistent with the offshore lag in thermocline depth seasonality at 6◦E and 17◦W.532

In fact, Núñez-Riboni and Fahrbach (2009) assumed the depth-weighted average of the533

total observed velocity to be the barotropic component, to which the observed offshore534

delay in ASC strength was attributed. With this approach, however, the barotropic ve-535

locity may still contain a significant baroclinic component. Our study shows that the largest536

offshore delay occurs in the baroclinic component and not, or at least to a lesser extent,537

in the barotropic component. We therefore suggest that sea ice causes the observed off-538

shore delay in the ASC seasonality mainly in the baroclinc component through seasonal539

meltwater input and offshore spreading.540

There is an apparent link between seasonal variations in both the baroclinic and541

barotropic ASC strength and flow into the Fimbulisen cavity. While not investigated here542

in detail, this link may include an intricate interplay between the local bathymetry at543

the sills (Nøst, 2004; Eisermann et al., 2020), a seasonal counter-current at depth (Heywood544

et al., 1998; Smedsrud et al., 2006; Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Chavanne et al., 2010),545

bottom Ekman transport anomalies (Smedsrud et al., 2006; Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach,546

2009) and potential vorticity constraints (Daae et al., 2017; Wåhlin et al., 2020; Steiger547

et al., 2022). The absence of a clear relation between the observed offshore thermocline548

depth and the inflow temperature is surprising and points to that warm inflows are rather549

controlled by local sub-monthly variations in thermocline depth, forced by variability in550

winds, sea ice and SSH (Lauber, Hattermann, et al., 2023). In addition, the internal cav-551

ity circulation likely also affects the hydrography at the sill, and the seasonal oceanic vari-552

ability below Fimbulisen will be investigated in more detail in a follow-up study.553

6 Summary and Conclusions554

Our combined analyses of new mooring observations, climatological hydrography,555

and satellite-derived surface geostrophic currents have shown that the cross-slope pro-556

cesses controlling the ASF/ASC seasonality are consistent along the DML coast across557

independent data sets over multiple years in isobath-depth space: in the mooring data558

at 6◦E, we found the seasonal upper-ocean salinity minimum and thermocline depth max-559
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imum to occur up to six months later over 2200m isobath than over 1100m isobath. The560

same feature occurs in climatological hydrography at 17◦W and translates onto satellite-561

derived surface geostrophic currents. Our analyses suggest that this offshore delay orig-562

inates from a seasonal offshore spreading of ASW through eddy overturning at the ASF563

and the secondary front above. We found the seasonal production of ASW via sea ice564

melt and subsequent shoreward accumulation to govern the timing of the baroclinic ASC565

maximum, while variations in ocean stress forcing can additionally modulate the baro-566

clinic seasonality. These findings led us to define three distinct phases describing the sea-567

sonality of the ASF/ASC (Fig. 10). These phases may be regarded as generally valid in568

the Fresh Shelf regime along the East Antarctic coast. Below Fimbulisen, seasonal flow569

into and out of the cavity is associated with seasonal variations in ASC strength, but570

the inflow temperature does not follow the offshore thermocline depth. The results of571

this study contribute to a better understanding of the seasonal variability of the ASF/ASC572

system along the DML coast and will aid in assessing the impacts of a changing climate573

on the ASF/ASC.574

Data Availability Statement575

The DML mooring data will be made available via https://data.npolar.no dur-576

ing the revisions. The sub-ice-shelf mooring data will be updated at https://doi.org/577

10.21334/npolar.2023.4a6c36f5 (Lauber, de Steur, et al., 2023). The H18 climatol-578

ogy is available at https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.893199 (Hattermann & Rohardt,579

2018). Sea surface height is available at https://doi.org/10.17882/81032 (Auger et580

al., 2021). Sea ice concentration is available at https://doi.org/10.5067/MPYG15WAA4WX581

(DiGirolamo et al., 2022) and sea ice velocity at https://doi.org/10.5067/INAWUWO7QH7B582

(Tschudi et al., 2019). ERA5 wind data are available at https://doi.org/10.24381/583

cds.f17050d7 (Hersbach et al., 2023). Bathymetric data are available at https://doi584

.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.937574 (Dorschel et al., 2022).585
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Key Points:8

• The seasonal maximum in thermocline depth and minimum in subsurface salin-9

ity occurs up to six months later over 2200m than 1100m isobath10

• Buoyancy fluxes from sea ice melt play an important role in seasonal variations11

in the baroclinic slope current strength12

• Flow into the Fimbulisen cavity is strongest in spring/summer when the Antarc-13

tic Slope Current is weakest14
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Abstract15

The access of heat to the Antarctic ice shelf cavities is regulated by the Antarctic Slope16

Front, separating relatively warm offshore water masses from cold water masses on the17

continental slope and inside the cavity. Previous observational studies along the East18

Antarctic continental slope have identified the drivers and variability of the front and19

the associated current, but a complete description of their seasonal cycle is currently lack-20

ing. In this study, we utilize two years (2019-2020) of observations from two oceanographic21

moorings east of the prime meridian to further detail the slope front and current sea-22

sonality. In combination with climatological hydrography and satellite-derived surface23

velocity, we identify processes that explain the hydrographic variability observed at the24

moorings. These processes include (i) an offshore spreading of seasonally formed Antarc-25

tic Surface Water, resulting in a lag in salinity and thermocline depth seasonality toward26

deeper isobaths, and (ii) the crucial role of buoyancy fluxes from sea ice melt and for-27

mation for the baroclinic seasonal cycle. Finally, data from two sub-ice-shelf moorings28

below Fimbulisen show that flow at the main sill into the cavity seasonally coincides with29

a weaker slope current in spring/summer. The flow is directed out of the cavity in au-30

tumn/winter when the slope current is strongest. The refined description of the variabil-31

ity of the slope current and front contributes to a more complete understanding of pro-32

cesses important for ice-shelf-ocean interactions in East Antarctica.33

Plain Language Summary34

Ice shelves are the floating extensions of a land ice sheet. Along most of the East35

Antarctic coast, the water temperature below the ice shelves is close to the freezing point36

(−2 ◦C). This limits the melting of the ice from below. In front of the ice shelves, rel-37

atively warm water (1 ◦C) is located, but it usually cannot reach the ice due to a strong38

alongshore current, the Antarctic Slope Current. Here, we use temperature, salinity, and39

velocity observations from moored instruments at two locations within this current to40

investigate how it changes throughout the year. Our analyses are supported by two other41

data sets. We observe that changes in temperature, salinity, and velocity during the year42

happen earlier at the coast than offshore. In addition, we find that yearly sea ice melt43

during austral summer contributes to speeding up the Antarctic Slope Current in au-44

tumn. When the current is weakest, we observe a southward flow close to the seafloor45

toward Fimbulisen Ice Shelf, and a northward flow away from the shelf when the slope46
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current is strongest. A better understanding of the Antarctic Slope Current is impor-47

tant to predict ice shelf melting in the future.48

1 Introduction49

The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is a key feature regulating offshore-onshore ex-50

changes along most of the Antarctic coast (Jacobs, 1991; Thompson et al., 2018). East-51

erly alongshore winds drive onshore Ekman transport that accumulates surface water52

at the coast; due to continuity, this water is downwelled (Sverdrup, 1954; Mathiot et al.,53

2011), creating the ASF. The resulting meridional sea surface height (SSH) and density54

gradients balance a geostrophic current, the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC). The strength55

of the ASF/ASC controls the extent to which offshore Circumpolar Deep Water, capa-56

ble of increasing basal melting, can access the continental shelf and the ice shelf cavi-57

ties (Smedsrud et al., 2006; Nøst et al., 2011; Nakayama et al., 2021).58

In the Weddell Sea, the large-scale circulation is dominated by the clockwise Wed-59

dell Gyre (Deacon, 1979; Vernet et al., 2019; Neme et al., 2021), driven by the large-scale60

wind stress curl (Gordon et al., 1981; Armitage et al., 2018; Auger, Sallée, et al., 2022)61

modulated by sea ice (Naveira Garabato et al., 2019). The southern limb of the gyre rep-62

resents the ASC which in Dronning Maud Land (DML, 20◦W-45◦E) flows along the nar-63

row continental shelf in close proximity to the ice shelves (Smedsrud et al., 2006; Nøst64

et al., 2011). In this region, the meridional SSH and density gradients lead to a west-65

ward ASC (Thompson et al., 2018) that decreases with depth (Huneke et al., 2022; Le Paih66

et al., 2020). In summer, a counter-current near the bottom has been observed (Heywood67

et al., 1998; Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Chavanne et al., 2010). Warm Deep Wa-68

ter (WDW), a derivative of Circumpolar Deep Water in the Weddell Sea, is located close69

to the coast, but suppressed below the shelf break depth due to a steep ASF (Heywood70

et al., 1998; Hattermann, 2018; Thompson et al., 2018). This regime has been labeled71

as the Fresh Shelf regime by Thompson et al. (2018). Despite the steep ASF, modified72

WDW (mWDW) may cross the continental slope toward the ice shelf cavities via baro-73

clinic eddies (Nøst et al., 2011; Hattermann et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2014). As op-74

posed to the West Antarctic ice shelves, however, no continuous warm water presence75

has yet been observed in the DML ice shelf cavities (Hattermann et al., 2012; Lauber,76

Hattermann, et al., 2023).77
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Previous analyses of the ASF/ASC system have revealed both the hydrography (Hattermann,78

2018; Pauthenet et al., 2021) and the currents (Le Paih et al., 2020) to evolve coherently79

along the southern rim of the Weddell Sea, following isobaths due to the conservation80

of potential vorticity (Thompson et al., 2018). Auger, Sallée, et al. (2022) proposed that81

the SSH is seasonally forced by the zonal ocean stress (wind stress modulated by sea ice)82

over shallow isobaths (< 1000m) and by ocean stress curl over deep isobaths (> 1000m).83

The strongest depth-mean currents from moored instruments at the prime meridian have84

been observed in April/May over 2000m depth, and in June over 3500m depth, i.e. de-85

layed by one to two months (Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Le Paih et al., 2020). A86

similar delay in ASC seasonality between shallow and deep isobaths was found in circum-87

Antarctic satellite-derived geostrophic surface velocities (Auger, Sallée, et al., 2022). This88

feature has been hypothesized to originate from the sea ice edge seasonally moving off-89

shore and associated changes in atmosphere-ocean momentum transfer (Núñez-Riboni90

& Fahrbach, 2009; Auger, Sallée, et al., 2022).91

The baroclinic variability of the ASC on seasonal timescales in the Weddell Sea is92

associated with a steepening of the ASF from March to July and a relaxing from Au-93

gust to February (Pauthenet et al., 2021), caused by buoyancy forcing (Heywood et al.,94

1998) and wind (Graham et al., 2013): sea ice melt and surface warming from October/November95

on create a fresh and warm, and thus buoyant, water mass called Antarctic Surface Wa-96

ter (ASW). It accumulates at the coast via wind-driven onshore Ekman transport, sea-97

sonally forming a secondary, relatively shallow (< 250m) front near the surface around98

February to April (Heywood et al., 1998; Hattermann, 2018). It is, however, unclear to99

what extent the seasonal production of ASW, which is accumulated at the coast, drives100

the ASC, independently of a seasonal ocean stress increase. Eddy overturning counter-101

acts the steepening of the ASF and secondary front (Nøst et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2014;102

Stewart & Thompson, 2015) and eddy-resolving models indicate that this is associated103

with an offshore spreading of ASW (Si et al., 2023). Following the sea ice minimum, which104

typically occurs in March, the ASW is gradually transformed into more saline Winter105

Water (WW) via brine release due to sea ice formation (Nøst et al., 2011). Overall, our106

knowledge of the ASF/ASC is based on a limited amount of observations and idealized107

models and hence it is incomplete. As a consequence, it is unknown how the ASF/ASC108

seasonality relates to warm inflow under the ice shelves along the eastern Weddell Sea.109
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In this study, we present new time series of temperature, salinity, oxygen, and ve-110

locity from April 2019 to December 2020, obtained from two oceanographic moorings111

located over isobaths of 1100m and 2200m east of the prime meridian. These data are112

introduced in section 2, along with a CTD section at 6◦E, climatological hydrography113

(Hattermann, 2018), satellite-derived surface geostrophic velocities (Auger, Prandi, &114

Sallée, 2022), and mooring observations from the ice shelf cavity of Fimbulisen (located115

200 km downstream). Methods to analyze these data are described in section 3. The new116

ASF/ASC observations are presented in section 4.1, and seasonal drivers of ASF/ASC117

seasonality are refined using the mentioned auxiliary data sets in section 4.2. In section118

4.3, we assess how the seasonal ASF/ASC variability relates to the inflow into the ice119

shelf cavity of Fimbulisen. Finally, the results are discussed in light of the existing lit-120

erature in section 5, and final conclusions are given in section 6.121

2 Data122

Two oceanographic moorings were deployed from R/V Kronprins Haakon in March123

2019 during the Southern Ocean Ecosystem cruise off the DML coast and recovered from124

M/V Malik Arctica in December 2020 and January 2021 during the Troll Transect cruise.125

One mooring (DMLdeep) was located at 6.0◦E, 69.1◦S over a water depth of 2166m. The126

other mooring (DMLshallow) was located at 10.6◦E, 69.4◦S over a water depth of 1059m,127

on the eastern flank of ”Astrid Ridge” (Fig. 1a). Both moorings were equipped with one128

Teledyne 300 kHz ADCP and one Teledyne 150 kHz ADCP, two Nortek Aquadopp cur-129

rent meters, three/four Sea-Bird SBE37 MicroCATs, and 11/10 Sea-Bird SBE56 ther-130

mistors (DMLdeep/DMLshallow). Details about the instrumentation are given in Table131

S1 and S2 in Supporting Information S1.132

The mooring data are complemented by a CTD section that was taken between 70◦S133

and 68◦S along 6◦E during the Troll Transect cruise in December 2020 and January 2021134

using an SBE 911plus CTD.135

A climatology of temperature and salinity sections with monthly resolution obtained136

from instrumented seals and ship sections around 17◦W between 1977 and 2016 was used137

(Hattermann, 2018, referred to as H18 hereafter) to support and extend the analyses from138

our mooring observations.139

We also include a data set of satellite-derived SSH and surface geostrophic current140

anomalies (Auger, Prandi, & Sallée, 2022, referred to as A22 hereafter), spanning the141
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period from April 2013 to July 2019. These data overlap only partly with the open-ocean142

mooring period starting in late March 2019, and instead of comparing the time series143

directly, monthly mean climatologies of the SSH and geostrophic currents were calcu-144

lated for the grid points along 6◦E.145

Monthly mean sea ice concentration (DiGirolamo et al., 2022) and velocity (Tschudi146

et al., 2019) data at 25 km resolution were obtained from the National Snow and Ice Data147

Centre. Monthly mean 10m wind velocities were taken from the fifth generation of Eu-148

ropean Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts atmospheric reanalyses (ERA5, Hers-149

bach et al., 2023).150

In addition, data from two sub-ice-shelf moorings installed under Fimbulisen (Hattermann151

et al., 2012; Lauber, Hattermann, et al., 2023) were used. These moorings are located152

along expected major deep inflow pathways of WDW into the cavity (M1 and M3, Fig.153

1a) and have delivered temperature and velocity data at two depths each from 2009 to154

2021.155
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Figure 1. (a) Map of the study region. DMLdeep/DMLshallow denote the open-ocean moor-

ings, and M1/3 denote the sub-ice shelf moorings. The orange line shows the location of the

CTD section in panel b, with stations marked by diamonds. Colors show the bathymetry

(IBCSO v2, Dorschel et al., 2022). Arrows at the offshore mooring locations show the direc-

tion and strength of the depth- and time-averaged currents, and green arrows show the difference

between April to July and August to March in surface geostrophic currents (Auger, Prandi, &

Sallée, 2022). The scale arrow is valid for all arrows. (b) In-situ temperature of the CTD section

indicated by the orange line in panel a. Solid white lines show selected isopycnals (potential den-

sity anomaly) and the single dashed white line shows the −0.3 ◦C isotherm. Diamonds at the top

are the station locations. The vertical blue line shows the location of DMLdeep, and the vertical

red line shows the isobath-projected location of DMLshallow.

3 Methods156

To simplify investigations across the ASF/ASC, the data of DMLshallow were pro-157

jected on the same isobath at the longitude of DMLdeep (Fig. 1b). When doing this, we158

assumed that the flow (green arrows in Fig. 1a) is oriented along isobaths, as has been159

observed by Le Paih et al. (2020) for the Weddell Sea and is corroborated by theoret-160

ical considerations of Isachsen et al. (2003). Therefore, for all velocity data, the compo-161

nent in the direction of the time- and depth-mean (red/blue arrow in Fig. 1a) will be162

shown in the following. The original location of DMLdeep (105 km distance from the coast)163

and the projected location of DMLshallow (10 km distance from the coast) within the ASF164

with their instruments are shown in Fig. 1b.165

Daily and monthly averages of the mooring time series were computed for use in166

subsequent analysis. Hydrographic properties like absolute salinity, conservative tem-167
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perature, and potential density were computed using the Gibbs Seawater Toolbox (McDougall168

& Barker, 2011). Temporary gaps in some of the ADCP bins due to seasonally reduced169

backscatter intensity were filled or extrapolated via a vertical linear regression of all avail-170

able bins.171

Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity of the H18 data, provided as a func-172

tion of isobath, were projected on the bathymetry at 6◦E, where the continental slope173

is less steep than at the original longitude of the climatology of 17◦W. For this purpose,174

the bathymetry at 6◦E was taken as a longitudinal average from 3◦E to 9◦E, based on175

IBCSO v2 data (Dorschel et al., 2022), to smooth out small-scale features.176

Based on the general water mass distribution, the thermocline depth (TCD), i.e.177

the depth of the interface between WDW and WW, at the open-ocean moorings was de-178

fined as the depth of the −0.3 ◦C isotherm after linear interpolation. Due to the verti-179

cally densely spaced thermistors (Fig. 1b), this depth was determined with an uncertainty180

of less than 50m. The ASF slope was then calculated by combining the two thermocline181

depths:182

slopeASF =
TCDshallow − TCDdeep

∆y
(1)

Here, TCDshallow and TCDdeep are the thermocline depths for DMLshallow and DMLdeep,183

respectively, and ∆y = 100 km is the horizontal distance between the position of DMLdeep184

and the projected position of DMLshallow. The same calculation was conducted for the185

H18 data over the corresponding isobaths.186

The barotropic velocity, i.e. the depth-independent component, was estimated from187

the mooring data (UBTobs) via averages over the depth ranges where the vertical gra-188

dient in velocity is the smallest:189

UBTobs = Uobs,∆z (2)

Here, Uobs,∆z is the observed along-stream velocity of the lowermost 12 bins of the190

lower ADCP at each mooring (683-773m at DMLshallow, 784-874m at DMLdeep), selected191

after inspecting the profiles. The bar indicates an average over this depth range. For com-192

parison, the barotropic velocity was also estimated from the auxiliary data by taking the193

difference between the A22 surface geostrophic velocity at 6◦E (UGEOA22, containing194
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both barotropic and baroclinic current components) and the surface baroclinic velocity195

from the H18 data (UBCH18, defined in Eqn. 5) after binning them on the same grid:196

UBTH18A22 = UGEOA22 − UBCH18 (3)

From the resulting time-latitude field of velocity, time series at the mooring iso-197

baths were extracted.198

The near-surface baroclinic velocity, i.e. the depth-varying component, was esti-199

mated from the mooring data (UBCobs) by subtracting UBTobs from the measured ve-200

locity at the uppermost ADCP bin (100m at DMLshallow, 20m at DMLdeep):201

UBCobs = Uobs − UBTobs (4)

Here, Uobs is the observed along-stream velocity at the uppermost ADCP bin. The202

baroclinic velocity was also calculated from the H18 climatology for 6◦E (UBCH18) us-203

ing the thermal wind equation:204

UBCi
H18 =

∆z

ρ0f

ρij+1 − ρij
∆y

+ UBCi−1
j (5)

Here, ∆z = 20m is the depth increment, ρ0 = 1028 kgm−3 is a background den-205

sity, f is the Coriolis parameter, i is the upward increasing depth index, j is the north-206

ward increasing meridional index, and ∆y = 4km is the meridional increment. Zero207

velocity was assumed at the bottom or the lowest depth with data available. From the208

resulting depth-isobath-time field, time series were extracted over the isobaths and at209

the upper ADCP bin depths of DMLdeep and DMLshallow to compare to UBCobs.210

Sea ice concentration and velocity, as well as wind data were interpolated on a com-211

mon polar stereographic grid and combined to yield an estimate of the ocean stress (Martin212

et al., 2016; Dotto et al., 2018):213

τ⃗ = ατ⃗ice−water + (1− α)τ⃗air−water (6)

with214
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τ⃗ice−water = ρwaterCiw

∣∣∣U⃗ice

∣∣∣ U⃗ice (7)

τ⃗air−water = ρairCd

∣∣∣U⃗air

∣∣∣ U⃗air (8)

Here, α is the sea ice concentration, ρair = 1.25 kgm−3 is the background den-215

sity of air, ρwater = 1028 kgm−3 is the background density of seawater, U⃗ice is the hor-216

izontal sea ice velocity, U⃗air is the 10m horizontal wind and Cd = 1.25×10−3 and Ciw =217

5.50×10−3 (Tsamados et al., 2014) are the drag coefficients for the air-water and ice-218

water interface, respectively. Stresses from the ocean currents on the ice from below were219

not included here, possibly creating biases close to the coast where the sea ice velocity220

is similar to the ocean velocity (Stewart et al., 2019). Le Paih et al. (2020), however, show221

that the ocean stress in this region can still be qualitatively valid despite neglecting the222

ocean currents. The curl was calculated from the ocean stress, with positive (negative)223

values indicating downwelling (upwelling) favorable conditions.224

To assess the relationship between the ASF/ASC dynamics and inflow of mWDW225

below Fimbulisen, the data from the lower M1 and M3 instruments (at 540m and 450m,226

respectively) close to the seabed were used, referred to as M1lower and M3lower hereafter.227

The velocity was rotated to be oriented into the cavity along the bathymetry, that is −30◦228

at M1lower and −120◦ at M3lower (0
◦ is directed toward the east and negative values in-229

dicate a clockwise rotation).230

4 Results231

4.1 Mooring Observations232

4.1.1 Hydrography233

The CTD section from December 2020 and January 2021 (Fig. 1b) shows the typ-234

ical southward down-sloping isopycnals of the ASF and the offshore core of the WDW235

at the northern edge of the section at a depth of around 300-400m. The section repre-236

sents a snapshot of the ASF during summertime.237

A Hovmöller diagram of temperature at DMLshallow (Fig. 2a) shows a layer of cold238

water with temperatures down to −1.9 ◦C over a layer of warm water with temperatures239

up to 1 ◦C. The thermocline depth (−0.3 ◦C isotherm) shows a systematic seasonality,240

deepening between April and June to 500m, and shoaling between July and March to241
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200m. At DMLdeep, the thermocline is on average 100m shallower than at DMLshallow242

(Fig. 2c) and deepens between June and December to 400m, i.e. it reaches its maximum243

depth six months later compared to DMLshallow. In 2020, the deepening is interrupted244

by a period of shoaling in October/November. The thermocline continues to shoal to 200m245

from January to May, and reaches its minimum depth two months later compared to DMLshallow.246

The warmest WDW is seen at both sites when the thermocline is shallowest.247

The upper-ocean water masses (of which the densities are almost entirely deter-248

mined by salinity) at DMLshallow are characterized in a temperature-salinity (T-S) di-249

agram (Fig. 3a): the upper water mass is cold (≈ −1.8 ◦C) and fresh (≈ 34.5 g kg−1)250

WW, transforming into mWDW by mixing with the lower water mass which is warm251

(≈ 1 ◦C) and saline (≈ 34.8 g kg−1) WDW. Oxygen (colors in Fig. 3 and time series252

in Fig. S1 in Supporting Information S1) is a measure of the origin of the water masses.253

The freshest and oxygen-richest WW is observed at the uppermost MicroCAT (210m)254

at the time of the deepest thermocline in winter in June. This water mass is similar to255

Eastern Shelf Water, a mix between ASW and WW. The observed WW in June 2019256

is almost 0.1 g kg−1 fresher and richer in oxygen than in June 2020. During the period257

of thermocline shoaling from July onward, mWDW gradually appears. The most saline,258

warm, and oxygen-poor mWDW is observed in March when the thermocline is shallow-259

est (see also Fig. 2a). At the uppermost MicroCAT (130m) at DMLdeep, the WDW shows260

similar properties as at DMLshallow, but the WW is generally more saline (Fig. 3b). A261

first seasonal salinity minimum and oxygen maximum are observed in June 2019. Af-262

ter that, temperature and salinity first increase toward mWDW, but then decrease back263

to WW. This yields a second seasonal salinity minimum and oxygen maximum at the264

time of the deepest thermocline in December 2019. During the period of thermocline shoal-265

ing, the water mass properties change toward mWDW until May 2020. After that, when266

the thermocline deepens, WW appears again, which is 0.05 g kg−1 more saline and has267

a lower oxygen concentration than in 2019. This is similar to the higher salinities and268

reduced oxygen observed at DMLshallow in 2020 (relative to 2019).269

The observed seasonal deepening and freshening of the WW layer at DMLshallow270

(Fig. 2a) is attributed to the wind-driven accumulation of ASW at the coast (Zhou et271

al., 2014; Hattermann, 2018): summer sea ice melt between September and February (Fig.272

4a) adds freshwater to form ASW. The latter is downwelled at the coast due to the pre-273

vailing easterly winds, explaining the salinity minimum and oxygen maximum at 210m274
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at DMLshallow in June 2019 and 2020 (Fig. 3a and 4b) and the deepest thermocline one275

month later in July (Fig. 4c). Sea ice formation between March and August (Fig. 4a)276

releases brine into the upper ocean and leads to a salinity increase between July and Septem-277

ber. With temperatures almost at the freezing point and oxygen close to its maximum278

value, this indicates that convection takes place down to 210m depth during this period279

at DMLshallow in 2019 (box in Fig. 3a). In 2020, the temperature is higher and the oxy-280

gen concentration is lower during the sea ice formation period, suggesting that convec-281

tion did not reach down to this depth.282

We also identify a period of convection at DMLdeep: From June to August 2020,283

the water mass evolution from mWDW to similarly cold, but more saline and less oxygen-284

rich WW than in 2019 shows a mixing between mWDW and WW salinified by convec-285

tion (box in Fig. 3b). In October/November 2020, the increase in temperature and salin-286

ity (off the direct mixing line toward WDW) and decrease in oxygen indicate that the287

convection reached through the thermocline, mixing WDW upward. This is neither ob-288

served in 2019 nor at DMLshallow. At 130m at DMLdeep, the different seasonal cycles289

in salinity (Fig. 4b) and thermocline depth (Fig. 4c) than at DMLshallow indicate that290

local downwelling of ASW does not control the seasonal hydrography here: the salinity291

minimum in December cannot be explained by local surface freshwater input, as brine292

release during the freezing season from March to August (Fig. 4a) would increase the293

salinity, and freshwater from sea ice melt would cause a salinity minimum at the end (i.e.294

in March), not the beginning of the melt season. The drivers of the hydrographic sea-295

sonality at DMLdeep will be explored in section 4.2.296
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Figure 2. (a) Hovmöller diagram of daily averaged in-situ temperature at DMLshallow. The

black contour indicates the −0.3 ◦C isotherm. Black triangles denote the depths of temperature

measurements. Red lines show daily averaged time series of absolute salinity (right axes) for the

depths marked with red triangles. (b) Hovmöller diagram of monthly averaged along-stream ve-

locity at DMLshallow. Black triangles denote the depths of velocity measurements. Red lines show

daily averaged time series of potential density anomaly (right axes) for the depths marked with

red triangles. (c) Same as a, but for DMLdeep. (d) Same as b, but for DMLdeep. In c and d, the

y-axis has been cut off at the bottom depth of DMLshallow for better comparability.
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Figure 3. T-S diagrams with dissolved oxygen of the upper MicroCAT at (a) DMLshallow

(210m) and (b) DMLdeep (130m). Grey dots are the fully resolved hourly data, and colored dots

are the monthly averaged data. Black lines connect the monthly points. The boxes show poten-

tial periods of convection. The thick black dotted line indicates the 27.68 kgm−3 isopycnal for

better comparability between the two panels, as their x-axis ranges differ.
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Figure 4. Monthly means of: (a) Sea ice concentration at both open-ocean mooring locations.

(b) Salinity observed at the uppermost MicroCAT at both moorings (210m at DMLshallow, 130m

at DMLdeep), salinity from the H18 climatology over similar isobaths and at similar depths, and

salinity from the H18 climatology over similar isobaths at the surface. Dots/diamonds indicate

the salinity at the MicroCAT depth/surface from the CTD profiles of the deployment and re-

covery cruises. The red diamond on the left is off-scale. (c) Thermocline depth defined as the

−0.3 ◦C isotherm at both moorings and from the H18 climatology over similar isobaths. (d) ASF

slope estimated from the thermocline depths from panel c for the mooring data and the H18

climatology (Eqn. 1). (e) Regional zonal ocean stress (left axis) and ocean stress curl (right axis),

averaged over 0−15◦E and 69.5−70◦S/67−69.5◦S, respectively (solid lines), along with their

climatology (2010-2021, dashed lines).
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4.1.2 Velocity297

At DMLshallow, monthly mean velocities (Fig. 2b) show a surface-intensified cur-298

rent, which at 100m is strongest in June in both years (20 cm s−1). At 600-800m, the299

velocity shows a vertical minimum throughout the length of the record. Toward the bot-300

tom, the velocity intensifies by 2 cm s−1. The vertical gradient, i.e. the baroclinic part,301

becomes more apparent in profiles when averaged over specific months (Fig. 5a): Toward302

the surface, the strongest vertical shear is observed in June. Below 500m, there is smaller303

seasonal variability in the gradient. At DMLdeep (Fig. 2d), velocities are generally smaller304

than at DMLshallow with maximum values of 10 cm s−1 at 20m observed in May/June305

2019 and April/May 2020. In contrast to DMLshallow, the velocity at DMLdeep contin-306

uously decreases toward the bottom (Fig. 5b). The seasonality of the upper-ocean ver-307

tical shear is weaker than at DMLshallow and strongest in March.308

The estimated barotropic component (UBTobs) at DMLshallow (Fig. 6b) is max-309

imum (6 cm s−1) in May/June 2019 and April 2020. At DMLdeep, the values are slightly310

smaller and the maximum occurs one month later than at DMLshallow in 2020, but not311

in 2019 when there is zero lag. The baroclinic velocity (UBCobs) at DMLshallow at 100m312

depth (Fig. 6d) shows a first seasonal maximum (12 cm s−1) in April 2019. In 2020, a313

local maximum in April is followed by a higher seasonal maximum (20 cm s−1) in June.314

The baroclinic velocity is close to 0 cm s−1 from December 2019 to February 2020. At315

DMLdeep at 20m depth (Fig. 6e), a maximum baroclinic velocity of 7 cm s−1 is observed316

in April in both years. Seasonal minima close to 0 cm s−1 occur in January and Decem-317

ber 2020.318

The ASF slope, derived from the thermocline depths at DMLshallow and DMLdeep319

(Eqn. 1), is steepest in June/July (Fig. 4d). In 2020, this is around the same time as320

the maximum near-surface UBCobs at DMLshallow (Fig. 6d), consistent with thermal wind321

balance. In 2019, however, a distinct maximum in ASF slope is found in July but no clear322

maximum in baroclinic velocity is observed (Fig. 6d). The weakest ASF slope occurs in323

December when the thermocline depths at the two moorings become equal due to a shoal-324

ing at DMLshallow and a deepening at DMLdeep (Fig. 4c-d). Accordingly, UBCobs at DMLshallow325

is close to its seasonal minimum between December and February (Fig. 6d). Despite some326

coinciding features, the ASF slope and the baroclinic velocities at the moorings are not327

directly comparable, since (i) most of baroclinic velocity shear occurs above the thermo-328
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cline (Fig. 5), and (ii) the (assumed) linear ASF slope between the moorings may not329

represent the local ASF slope at the mooring locations.330

Figure 5. (a) Profiles of along-stream velocity at (a) DMLshallow and (b) DMLdeep, averaged

over a three-month-window centered at three selected months. The velocities are vertically in-

terpolated via a shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation. Additionally, the averages of the

zonal baroclinic velocity profiles over the same time interval and for similar isobaths calculated

from the H18 climatology are shown. For better comparability, the depth-constant UBTobs has

been added to the H18 profiles.
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Figure 6. (a) Surface geostrophic velocity anomaly from A22 interpolated on the DMLshallow

and DMLdeep locations. (b) Barotropic velocity derived from mooring data. (c) Barotropic ve-

locity derived from A22 and H18 data, obtained over the respective mooring isobaths. Shown are

anomalies plus the respective time-mean of panel b. (d) Baroclinic velocity derived from mooring

data at the uppermost ADCP bin depth (100m at DMLshallow, 20m at DMLdeep). (e) Baroclinic

velocity derived from the H18 climatology, taken over the mooring isobaths at the same depths

as panel d. Details about the calculation of the error bars are given in Text S1 in Supporting

Information S1.
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4.1.3 Ocean Stress Forcing331

To investigate the extent to which ocean stress contributes to the variability of the332

ASC at the moorings, we differentiate between regional (0−15◦E, 67−70◦S) and remote333

upstream (0−60◦E and 50−70◦S,) ocean stress and its curl.We further differentiate be-334

tween the shallow (< 1000m, more influenced by zonal ocean stress) and deep (> 1000m,335

more influenced by ocean stress curl) regime suggested by Auger, Sallée, et al. (2022).336

We note that for both local and remote ocean stress, the modulation of the wind stress337

by sea ice causes the seasonal maximum in ocean stress to occur one month earlier than338

the maximum in wind stress.339

Monthly mean regional ocean stress forcing does not show a distinct seasonal cy-340

cle during the mooring period, in contrast with the 12-year mean seasonality (Fig. 4e).341

The zonal ocean stress (meridionally averaged over 69.5−70◦S, i.e. over the continen-342

tal slope) is westward and strongest in October 2019 and March 2020. In April 2020, ther-343

mocline deepening starts at DMLshallow (Fig. 4c), and a local maximum is found in the344

baroclinic velocity (Fig. 6e) at DMLshallow. This is consistent with coastal downwelling345

due to stronger onshore Ekman transport. However, no strong regional ocean stress oc-346

curred in early 2019 prior to the mooring deployment (not shown). In addition, the re-347

gional ocean stress maximum in October 2019 does not coincide with a thermocline deep-348

ening. The monthly mean regional ocean stress curl (meridionally averaged over 67−69.5◦S,349

i.e. off the continental slope) is close to zero most of the time but has a clear maximum350

between February and April 2020 (Fig. 4e). Estimated Ekman upwelling of wEk = OSC
ρ0 f =351

4mmonth−1 (with ocean stress curl OSC = −0.2× 10−7 Nm−3, background density352

ρ0 = 1028 kgm−3, Coriolis parameter f = −1.36× 10−4 s−1) can, however, not ex-353

plain the thermocline shoaling and upper-ocean salinity increase observed at DMLdeep354

between January and May 2020 (Fig. 4b-c). Overall, the poor agreement between UBCobs355

at DMLshallow and regional ocean stress forcing indicates that the latter is not the main356

driver of the baroclinic velocity seasonality. This will be further investigated in section357

4.2.358

To investigate the forcing of the barotropic ASC, we correlate UBTobs at DMLshallow359

with zonal ocean stress (Fig. 7a) and UBTobs at DMLdeep with ocean stress curl (Fig.360

7b). The highest negative correlations are found along the East-Antarctic coast at 30−60◦E361

with UBTobs lagging the ocean stress by one month. The patterns are similar when cor-362

relating UBTobs at DMLdeep with zonal ocean stress or UBTobs at DMLshallow with ocean363
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stress curl. Therefore, the bands of high correlation are independent of the method dif-364

ferentiating the regimes from Auger, Sallée, et al. (2022). In contrast to the regional forc-365

ing (Fig. 4e), the remote ocean stress and its curl exhibit a distinct seasonal cycle dur-366

ing the mooring period over the areas of highest correlations along East Antarctica, sim-367

ilar to the multi-year climatology (Fig. 7c). Strong westward ocean stress and negative368

ocean stress curl seasonally increase the cross-shore SSH gradient in autumn (March-May).369

This gradient travels westward through coastal Kelvin waves (Webb et al., 2022), explain-370

ing the seasonal variability of the barotropic flow at the moorings (Fig. 6b). This can371

also explain the observed interannual variability like the maximum occurring later in 2019372

than in 2020 in remote ocean stress (Fig. 7c) and UBTobs (Fig. 6b).373

Figure 7. Correlation maps of (a) barotropic velocity UBTobs at DMLshallow from Fig. 6b,

lagged by one month, and zonal ocean stress, and (b) barotropic velocity UBTobs at DMLdeep

from Fig. 6b, lagged by one month, and ocean stress curl at every grid point. Hatched areas in-

dicate a significance of at least 95%, and green lines mark areas of a correlation of at least -0.5

east of the prime meridian. The background satellite image is taken from Haran et al. (2018).

(c) Zonal ocean stress (left axis) and ocean stress curl (right axis) averaged over 0−60◦E and

50−70◦S where the correlations from panels a and b, respectively, are at least -0.5, along with

their climatology (2010-2021, dashed lines).

4.2 Seasonal Cycle from Auxiliary Data Sets374

Our new mooring data show different processes governing the seasonal hydrographic375

and dynamic variability at DMLshallow and DMLdeep. As we will demonstrate in this sec-376

tion, these processes are consistent with the H18 data, providing information above the377

uppermost moored instruments and over multiple isobaths. We next use these data to378
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investigate the forcing of the baroclinic seasonality and the delay in salinity and ther-379

mocline depth seasonality observed between DMLshallow and DMLdeep in more detail.380

4.2.1 The Role of ASW for the Hydrographic Seasonality381

In both the mooring records (Fig. 4b) and the H18 data set (Fig. S2 in Support-382

ing Information S1), the seasonal subsurface salinity minimum occurs later over deeper383

isobaths than over shallow isobaths. For the mooring isobaths, the delay in the H18 data384

increases from zero at the surface, where the salinity is determined directly by freshwa-385

ter input from sea ice melt, to five months at 400m depth. The freshwater content in-386

tegrated down to this depth illustrates that the offshore delay in salinity minimum is a387

robust feature across multiple isobaths (Fig. 8a): in March, fresh ASW accumulates at388

the coast, and in the subsequent months, the ASW spreads and deepens offshore, delay-389

ing the timing of maximum offshore freshwater content well into the freezing season. This390

is most pronounced over isobaths shallower than 2000m. As the offshore ASW spread-391

ing and deepening displaces WW to greater depths, the deepest thermocline follows the392

highest freshwater content and thus shows a similar offshore delay (Fig. S3 in Support-393

ing Information S1). This is consistent with the mooring observations and explains the394

different seasonalities of and the robust link between salinity and thermocline depth over395

the two isobaths (Fig. 2a/c).396

The seasonal offshore spreading and deepening of ASW moves the secondary front397

and the ASF, causing the maximum surface baroclinic velocity from H18 to move toward398

deeper isobaths throughout the season (Fig. 8b). This is again clearest over isobaths shal-399

lower than 2000m. Consequently, over the mooring isobaths, time series of UBCH18 (Fig.400

6e) agree well with UBCobs (Fig. 6d), apart from the maximum occurring two months401

later at the DMLshallow mooring in 2020.402

Next, we use the H18 data to estimate the contribution of the baroclinic compo-403

nent to the surface geostrophic velocity from A22. At the location of DMLshallow, the404

surface geostrophic velocity shows a seasonal amplitude of 10 cm s−1 and a maximum in405

April (Fig. 6a). At the DMLdeep location, the seasonal amplitude is 5 cm s−1 and the406

maximum occurs in June (Fig. 6a). This delay becomes clearer in time-latitude space,407

in which the surface geostrophic velocity seasonality from A22 at 6◦E also shows an off-408

shore delay (Fig. 8c). This time lag, however, is somewhat smaller than in the H18 sur-409

face baroclinic velocity (Fig. 8b). The barotropic velocity anomaly (UBTH18A22) is then410
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estimated as the difference between the A22 surface geostrophic and H18 surface baro-411

clinic velocity (Fig. 8d). A moderate offshore delay is still visible in the seasonal cycle412

of UBTH18A22, with a phase shift of one to two months between the mooring sites (Fig.413

6d). Given the uncertainties in both data sets that UBTH18A22 is derived from, we can-414

not conclude if this remaining phase shift is realistic (see section 5).415

Figure 8. Hovmöller diagrams of (a) depth-integrated freshwater content within the up-

per 400m referenced to a salinity of 34.6 g kg−1 from H18, (b) zonal surface baroclinic velocity

derived from H18, (c) zonal surface geostrophic velocity anomaly from A22 at 6◦E, (d) zonal

barotropic velocity anomaly obtained by taking panel c minus panel b. The red/blue dots indi-

cate the isobath of DMLshallow/DMLdeep.

4.2.2 Implications for ASF/ASC Dynamics416

The coastal freshwater content maximum in March (Fig. 8a) and the resulting sur-417

face baroclinic velocity (Fig. 8b) cannot originate from seasonally increased ocean stress418

(Fig. 4e). Instead, it is caused by the freshening of upper-ocean water masses through419

seasonal sea ice melt and their concurrent accumulation at the coast. These results align420

with observed seasonal cycles in hydrography (Fig. 2a and 4b-d) and baroclinic veloc-421

ity (Fig. 5a, Fig. 6d) at DMLshallow, despite a weak seasonality in local zonal ocean stress422

(Fig. 4e). Therefore, the mooring and H18 data are consistent in that seasonal freshwa-423

ter input from sea ice melt is an essential forcing of the surface baroclinic velocity sea-424
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sonality and magnitude, independent of any seasonality in ocean-stress-driven coastal425

downwelling.426

The velocity shear toward the surface in March and June at the upper ADCPs of427

both moorings (reaching 110m higher than the uppermost MicroCATs, Fig 5) indicates428

the presence of the secondary front between ASW and WW at the sites. Although the429

strongest upper-ocean velocity shear at DMLshallow is found in March in the H18 data,430

and in June in the mooring data, the shapes of the observed velocity profiles generally431

agree with the ones from H18 over similar isobaths. In addition, the offshore delay in ther-432

mocline depth maximum and salinity minimum at DMLdeep is consistent between the433

mooring and H18 data (Fig. 4b-c, Fig. 8a, Fig. S3 in Supporting Information S1). We434

thus infer that the offshore spreading and deepening of ASW identified in Fig. 8a also435

takes place at the mooring longitude of 6◦E.436

We propose that eddy overturning, as demonstrated by Si et al. (2023) using an437

eddy-resolving model, drives the observed offshore delay in seasonal freshwater content438

(Fig 8a): after the phase of the freshest ASW at the coast in March and with slacken-439

ing local and remote ocean stress forcing, eddy overturning acts to relax the secondary440

front, consistent with large eddy growth rate estimates from January to June (Hattermann,441

2018). Thereby, the fresh signal spreads and deepens offshore during the course of the442

following months, causing the observed delay in offshore thermocline depth (Fig. 4c) and443

salinity (Fig. 4b) seasonality. Eddy overturning also transports salty WW from offshore444

toward the coast, contributing to the decrease in coastal freshwater content after June445

(Fig. 8a) in addition to convection.446

We also identify some differences between the mooring records and the H18 data:447

the thermocline in the H18 data is consistently 200m deeper than in the mooring ob-448

servations (Fig. 4c). As a result of this vertical offset, the seasonal salinity minimum ob-449

served in December at 130m and 810m at DMLdeep (Fig. 2c) shows up in November in450

the H18 data below 400m, but not above (Fig. S2b in Supporting Information S1). In451

addition to this vertical offset, the seasonal extremes of salinity at DMLshallow (Fig. 4b),452

of the thermocline depth (Fig. 4c) and of the ASF slope (Fig. 4d) occur one to two months453

earlier in the H18 data than in the mooring observations. Advection of water masses within454

the ASC, as suggested by Graham et al. (2013), may explain the alongshore thermocline455

deepening, but not the delayed seasonal extremes at 6◦E compared to 17◦W. With the456

data sets being obtained in different years, we cannot conclude if the described offsets457
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are a robust feature or the result of interannual variability, and if alongshore advection458

plays a role.459

4.3 ASF/ASC Variability and Inflow below Fimbulisen460

To assess the role of the variability of the ASF/ASC system on the deep inflow of461

mWDW into the cavity of Fimbulisen, we now compare the open-ocean mooring data462

from DMLshallow/DMLdeep with the concurrent sub-ice-shelf mooring data from M1lower463

and M3lower (Fig. 1a). The open-ocean moorings are roughly 200 km upstream of Fim-464

bulisen, but supported by the agreement between the the mooring and H18 data, we as-465

sume that the seasonality does not change considerably over this distance.466

Mooring M1 is located on the main sill that connects the cavity to the open ocean467

(Fig. 1a). This sill is at 560m depth and is directed across the continental slope. Here,468

the velocity alternates seasonally between a period of flow into the cavity between July/August469

and February and a period of flow out of the cavity between March and June/July (Fig.470

9a). The seasonality of the cavity inflow at M1lower anticorrelates with the ASC strength:471

the current is directed into the cavity during periods of a weak barotropic and baroclinic472

(at 330m, i.e. the depth of the velocity measuring instrument closest to the WDW core473

at DMLshallow) ASC, while it is directed out of the cavity during periods of a strong ASC.474

At M3lower, located in the east of Fimbulisen on a second sill that is 480m deep and di-475

rected more along the continental slope (Fig. 1a), the connection between inflow and the476

ASC strength is the opposite, i.e. inflow occurs during periods of a strong ASC, and out-477

flow - or weak inflow - during periods of a weak ASC (Fig. 9a).478

The temperature at M1lower (Fig. 9b) does not show a clear seasonality during the479

mooring period, and we do not find a significant correlation to the seasonally varying480

thermocline depth (Fig. 9c) on time scales from days to months. Instead, the M1lower481

temperature lies around the surface freezing point most of the time, showing irregular482

episodes with higher temperatures of up to almost 0 ◦C. These temperature extremes483

are not, as one would expect, associated with a particularly shallow thermocline and high484

WDW temperatures at DMLshallow. Similarly, the cavity temperature at M3lower does485

not correlate with the thermocline depth: the lowest temperatures occur shortly after486

the minimum in thermocline depth in March 2020. Interestingly, despite the opposing487

inflow and outflow velocities at the two sub-ice-shelf mooring sites, peak temperatures488

occur simultaneously at M1lower and M3lower in August/September 2019, suggesting a489
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forcing driving mWDW inflow over a larger area. At most times, however, the temper-490

atures at M1lower and M3lower appear to be unrelated. Further interpretations of the ob-491

served variability below Fimbulisen with regard to the ASC are given in section 5.492

Figure 9. (a) Monthly averages of the currents at M1lower and M3lower (left axis), rotated

into the cavity as described in section 3, together with UBTobs (same as the red line in Fig. 6b)

and UBCobs at 330m depth at DMLshallow (right axis). Envelopes denote the standard deviation

of the monthly climatology (2010-2021). (b) Daily averages of in-situ temperature at M1lower

(left axis) and M3lower (right axis, solid lines), along with their monthly climatology and stan-

dard deviation (2010-2021, dashed lines and envelope, respectively). Dotted lines are the surface

freezing temperature for a salinity of 34.4 g kg−1 (c) Daily average of the thermocline depth at

DMLshallow (same data as the solid red line in Fig. 4c), together with the mean depths of M1lower

and M3lower.
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5 Discussion493

Our findings - the seasonal spreading of ASW offshore and the role of freshwater494

input - help to refine the seasonality of the baroclinic component of the ASF/ASC, com-495

plementing previous findings. Based on our observations, we summarize the seasonal-496

ity in three phases (Fig. 10):497

In November (Fig. 10a), the ASF is weak (Fig. 10e), as the thermocline is shoal-498

ing at DMLshallow and deepening at DMLdeep. At the same time, the absence of ASW499

results in a weak meridional density gradient at all depths and thus a baroclinic veloc-500

ity minimum (Fig. 10f and Fig. 5a). Sea ice melt from September and on provides fresh-501

water to the upper ocean and leads to the formation of ASW (Fig. 10d). The regional502

ocean stress is weak (Fig. 10g), resulting in reduced ASF steepening.503

In March (Fig. 10b), sea ice concentration and surface salinity are around their sea-504

sonal minima (Fig. 10d), and ASW has been accumulated at the coast to form a sec-505

ondary front, resulting in an increase in upper-ocean baroclinic velocity (Fig. 10f and506

Fig. 5a). Maximum ocean stress (Fig. 10g) further aids in steepening the isopycnals. Due507

to the large density difference between ASW and WW, strong eddy overturning may hap-508

pen at the secondary front.509

The secondary front weakens in June (Fig. 10c) since no new ASW is formed af-510

ter March. The remainder of the ASW spreads and deepens offshore, possibly via eddy511

overturning of the secondary front when ocean stress forcing weakens (Fig. 10g). Brine512

release from sea ice formation (Fig. 10d) along the coast as of March also starts to erode513

the ASW through convection, as described in section 4.1.1 and corroborated by small514

vertical salinity gradients between surface and depth between July and November in the515

H18 data (Fig. 4b). The ASF is around its steepest state, as the thermocline deepens516

at DMLshallow and shoals at DMLdeep (Fig. 10e). The maximum upper-ocean baroclinic517

velocity is reached around April (H18) to June (mooring data, Fig. 10f and Fig. 5a). Af-518

ter this phase, weak ocean stress and further brine release cause a relaxation of the ASF519

and form the transition back to the first phase (Fig. 10a).520
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Figure 10. Sketches of different phases of the baroclinic seasonal cycle during (a) November,

(b) March, and (c) June. Seasonal time series of relevant variables, i.e. (d) surface absolute salin-

ity over DMLshallow isobath from H18 data and sea ice concentration climatology (2010-2021) at

DMLshallow, (e) mean seasonal ASF slope between DMLdeep and DMLshallow from mooring obser-

vations and H18 data, (f) mean seasonal mooring and H18 baroclinic velocity at DMLshallow at

100m depth, and (g) zonal ocean stress (left axis) and ocean stress curl (right axis) climatology

(2010-2021) averaged over 0−15◦E and 69.5−70◦S/67−69.5◦S, respectively. Colored shadings

indicate the timing of the sketches in panels a-c.

We find the barotropic component of the ASC at 6◦E to be forced by upstream ocean521

stress, consistent with results from earlier studies (Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Gra-522

ham et al., 2013; Le Paih et al., 2020). However, in contrast to Núñez-Riboni and Fahrbach523

(2009) at the prime meridian, we do not find a conclusive offshore lag in the seasonal-524

ity of the barotropic component in the mooring records or H18 data. Instead, we observe525

a clear offshore lag in subsurface salinity, thermocline depth, and resulting surface baro-526

clinic velocity seasonality in both data sets. Interestingly, the moorings from Núñez-Riboni527
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and Fahrbach (2009) show a delay of one to three months in long-term temperature sea-528

sonality at 200m and 700m depth over the 3500m isobath compared to the 2000m iso-529

bath (Fig. S4 in Supporting Information S1 and Fig. 5 in Le Paih et al., 2020). This is530

in agreement with our observed temperature seasonalities at the DML moorings and there-531

fore consistent with the offshore lag in thermocline depth seasonality at 6◦E and 17◦W.532

In fact, Núñez-Riboni and Fahrbach (2009) assumed the depth-weighted average of the533

total observed velocity to be the barotropic component, to which the observed offshore534

delay in ASC strength was attributed. With this approach, however, the barotropic ve-535

locity may still contain a significant baroclinic component. Our study shows that the largest536

offshore delay occurs in the baroclinic component and not, or at least to a lesser extent,537

in the barotropic component. We therefore suggest that sea ice causes the observed off-538

shore delay in the ASC seasonality mainly in the baroclinc component through seasonal539

meltwater input and offshore spreading.540

There is an apparent link between seasonal variations in both the baroclinic and541

barotropic ASC strength and flow into the Fimbulisen cavity. While not investigated here542

in detail, this link may include an intricate interplay between the local bathymetry at543

the sills (Nøst, 2004; Eisermann et al., 2020), a seasonal counter-current at depth (Heywood544

et al., 1998; Smedsrud et al., 2006; Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009; Chavanne et al., 2010),545

bottom Ekman transport anomalies (Smedsrud et al., 2006; Núñez-Riboni & Fahrbach,546

2009) and potential vorticity constraints (Daae et al., 2017; Wåhlin et al., 2020; Steiger547

et al., 2022). The absence of a clear relation between the observed offshore thermocline548

depth and the inflow temperature is surprising and points to that warm inflows are rather549

controlled by local sub-monthly variations in thermocline depth, forced by variability in550

winds, sea ice and SSH (Lauber, Hattermann, et al., 2023). In addition, the internal cav-551

ity circulation likely also affects the hydrography at the sill, and the seasonal oceanic vari-552

ability below Fimbulisen will be investigated in more detail in a follow-up study.553

6 Summary and Conclusions554

Our combined analyses of new mooring observations, climatological hydrography,555

and satellite-derived surface geostrophic currents have shown that the cross-slope pro-556

cesses controlling the ASF/ASC seasonality are consistent along the DML coast across557

independent data sets over multiple years in isobath-depth space: in the mooring data558

at 6◦E, we found the seasonal upper-ocean salinity minimum and thermocline depth max-559
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imum to occur up to six months later over 2200m isobath than over 1100m isobath. The560

same feature occurs in climatological hydrography at 17◦W and translates onto satellite-561

derived surface geostrophic currents. Our analyses suggest that this offshore delay orig-562

inates from a seasonal offshore spreading of ASW through eddy overturning at the ASF563

and the secondary front above. We found the seasonal production of ASW via sea ice564

melt and subsequent shoreward accumulation to govern the timing of the baroclinic ASC565

maximum, while variations in ocean stress forcing can additionally modulate the baro-566

clinic seasonality. These findings led us to define three distinct phases describing the sea-567

sonality of the ASF/ASC (Fig. 10). These phases may be regarded as generally valid in568

the Fresh Shelf regime along the East Antarctic coast. Below Fimbulisen, seasonal flow569

into and out of the cavity is associated with seasonal variations in ASC strength, but570

the inflow temperature does not follow the offshore thermocline depth. The results of571

this study contribute to a better understanding of the seasonal variability of the ASF/ASC572

system along the DML coast and will aid in assessing the impacts of a changing climate573

on the ASF/ASC.574

Data Availability Statement575

The DML mooring data will be made available via https://data.npolar.no dur-576

ing the revisions. The sub-ice-shelf mooring data will be updated at https://doi.org/577

10.21334/npolar.2023.4a6c36f5 (Lauber, de Steur, et al., 2023). The H18 climatol-578

ogy is available at https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.893199 (Hattermann & Rohardt,579

2018). Sea surface height is available at https://doi.org/10.17882/81032 (Auger et580

al., 2021). Sea ice concentration is available at https://doi.org/10.5067/MPYG15WAA4WX581

(DiGirolamo et al., 2022) and sea ice velocity at https://doi.org/10.5067/INAWUWO7QH7B582

(Tschudi et al., 2019). ERA5 wind data are available at https://doi.org/10.24381/583

cds.f17050d7 (Hersbach et al., 2023). Bathymetric data are available at https://doi584

.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.937574 (Dorschel et al., 2022).585
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Introduction This file contains one text and several figures and tables that supplement

the analyses presented in the main text: Text S1 describes how uncertainties of the ve-

locity estimates were calculated. Fig. S1 shows time series of oxygen in comparison

with salinity. Fig. S2 shows the seasonal time-depth evolution of salinity at the mooring

bathymetries for the H18 data. Fig. S3 shows the seasonal thermocline depth evolution

in time-bathymetry space for the H18 data. Fig. S4 shows the DMLshallow and DMLshallow
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temperature time series in comparison to the climatological temperature from moorings

AWI233 and AWI232 at the prime meridian. Tables S1 and S2 show details of all instru-

ments at DMLshallow and DMLdeep, respectively.

Text S1: Uncertainties of velocity estimates

The uncertainty of the satellite-derived surface geostrophic velocity climatology (Fig.

6a) is obtained by taking the standard deviation at the respective data point and for all

available data during respective month from April 2013 to July 2019.

The uncertainty of UBTobs (Fig. 6b, Eqn. 2 in the main text) is estimated as follows:

First, the error of the velocity measured by the two 150 kHz ADCPs at depth is obtained

as given by the manufacturer (Teledyne Marine, 2023):

σUADCP
= 0.005UADCP + 0.5 cm s−1 (1)

Here, UADCP is the velocity measured by the ADCPs. This error is propagated to

UBTobs, which is the average of the lowermost 12 ADCP bins at depth, according to

Gauss’ law of error propagation:

σUBTobsprelim
=

1

N

√√√√ N∑
i=1

σ2
UADCPi

(2)

Here, N = 12 is the number of bins over which the average is taken. To also take into

account the fact that the vertical gradient in velocity is not exactly zero at the ADCP

depths, as seen in Fig. 5, the standard deviation over the 12 bins, σUADCP∆z
, is added to

σUBTobsprelim
, so that the final uncertainty of UBTobs is

September 28, 2023, 12:46pm
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σUBTobs
=

1

N

√√√√ N∑
i=1

σ2
UADCPi

+ σUADCP∆z
. (3)

The uncertainty of UBCobs (Fig. 6d, Eqn. 4 in the main text), calculated as the

difference between the observed velocity at the uppermost bin of the near-surface ADCPs

(UADCP ) and UBTobs, is estimated as follows: During times when measurements at this

bin are available, the uncertainty of UADCP is calculated according to Eqn. 1. When

no measurements are available, mostly during the winter months due to reduced primary

production and resulting reduced backscatter, the uncertainty of the extrapolated value

is obtained from the uncertainty of the vertical linear regression according to

σUADCP
=

√
σ2
a + d2σ2

b . (4)

Here, σa and σb are the uncertainties of the axis intercept and slope of the linear

regression, respectively, and d is the depth of the uppermost ADCP bin, i.e. 100m at

DMLshallow and 20m at DMLdeep. The error propagation from the uncertainty of the

linear regression is sufficient to estimate the uncertainty of the extrapolated value since,

tested during periods when all bins were available, the extrapolation generally did not

lead to an overestimate of the velocity at the depth of the uppermost bin. Again from

error propagation, the final uncertainty of UBCobs is then

σUBCobs
=

√
σ2
UADCP

+ σ2
UBTobs

. (5)
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We refrain from estimating uncertainties for UBCH18 since the H18 data are based on

over 40 years of data across different observational platforms. Since UBTH18A22 is derived

from UBCH18, we also do not provide uncertainty for this velocity estimate.
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Figure S1. Daily averaged time series of oxygen (left axis) and absolute salinity (right axis)

at the uppermost MicroCAT at (a) DMLshallow (210m) and (b) DMLdeep (130m). Note that the

y-axis for oxygen has been reversed for better comparability with the salinity.
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Figure S2. Time-depth Hovmöller diagrams of absolute salinity in the upper 1000m of the

H18 data over (a) DMLshallow and (b) DMLdeep bathymetry. Contours show selected isolines of

potential density in kgm−3.
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Figure S3. Time-latitude/bathymetry Hovmöller diagram of thermocline depth (−0.3 ◦C

isotherm) of the H18 data projected on the bathymetry at 6◦E. The grid and axis limits are the

same as in Fig. 8a.
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Figure S4. Comparison between temperatures at DMLshallow, DMLdeep, AWI233 and AWI232

(both at the prime meridian). In the legend, the depth given after the mooring name is the

rough depth for which the respective temperature is shown, and the depth in parentheses is the

isobath over which the respective mooring is located. The circles indicate corresponding seasonal

maxima between the different time series. For the AWI moorings, monthly mean climatologies are

shown (AWI233: 1996-2008, AWI232: 1996-2016). The AWI-233 data are taken from Fahrbach

and Rohardt (2012g), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012h), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012i), Fahrbach

and Rohardt (2012j), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012k), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012l), Fahrbach

and Rohardt (2012m), and Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012n). The AWI-232 data are taken from

Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012a), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012b), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012c),

Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012d), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012e), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2012f),

Fahrbach and Rohardt (2013a), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2013b), Fahrbach and Rohardt (2013c),

Rohardt and Boebel (2017a), and Rohardt and Boebel (2015), Rohardt and Boebel (2017b).
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DMLshallow

69◦ 22.81’ S, 10◦ 38.23’ E / 1059m

Instrument Depth Duration
ADCP300 207m 23.3.19 - 4.9.20
SBE37 213m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 271m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20

Aquadopp 332m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE37 385m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 447m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 498m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 550m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 601m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 652m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE37 703m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20

ADCP150 779m 23.3.19 - 9.11.20
SBE56 814m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 867m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 920m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE56 973m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
SBE37 1040m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20

Aquadopp 1047m 23.3.19 - 29.12.20
Table S1. Overview of instruments mounted on mooring DMLshallow. ADCP300 denotes a

short-range 300 kHz ADCP, and ADCP150 a long-range 150 kHz ADCP. SBE 37 is a MicroCAT

and SBE56 is a Thermistor.
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DMLdeep

69◦ 4.08’ S, 6◦ 1.80’ E / 2166m

Instrument Depth Duration
ADCP300 126m 31.3.19 - 1.11.20
SBE37 132m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 216m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 269m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 374m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21

Aquadopp 451m 31.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 505m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 558m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 611m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 663m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 716m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 769m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE37 821m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21

ADCP150 880m 31.3.19 - 10.11.20
SBE56 923m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE56 974m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21
SBE37 2150m 26.3.19 - 5.1.21

Aquadopp 2158m 31.3.19 - 5.1.21
Table S2. Same as Table S1, but for DMLdeep.
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